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orne of us live in the books.
My desk is surrounded by
shelves of books. My
kitchen table sits an arm's length
from more books. I have a book
shelf headboard on my bed. Piles
of books stack up on my dresser,
on my piano, beside my favorite
chair. I always slip a few books
into my suitcase when I travel, and
I keep one or two books in my car
in case I get stranded somewhere
with time on my hands.
I blame my compulsion to buy
books on my parents. In the days
of county school consolidation
they used to go to one-room school
sales and come home with gunny
sacks full of used books . And we
could each count on getting a new
book from them every Christmas.
I know people who admit they
rarely finish a book. They like to
tell how they got through school on
plagiarized book reports and yel
low-striped Cliffs Notes . I feel
sorry for those people, although
they do not usually understand
why. It seems to me that they have
denied themselves the joy of tast
ing the real thing.
Poet Eve Merriam tells us
"How to Eat a Poem. " S he starts
her poem with these striking
words:
Don't be polite.
Bite in.
Pick it up with your fingers
and lick the juice that may
run down your chin.
It is ready and ripe now, when
ever you are . . . .
Perhaps the same is true for all
worthwhile reading material.
Readers have to bite in and get
their faces and fingers immersed in
the ripe juices to fully taste the
richness.
Some people argue that they
don't read because they don't like
to read. I think they probably
mean they are not motivated to
read, or perhaps not motivated to
read a certain piece of writing. I
have yet to find a child who has
never enjoyed having someone
read him or her a story. In fact, I
have seen junior high students
awed by Rosemary Sutcliffs
Warrior Scarlet and entertained by
Tolkien's The Hobbit. I have seen
young men in college moved to
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''Lick the Juice
tears by Walter Wangerin's "The
Empty Manger. " If the story is ripe
and the reader is ready, that reader
will taste the richness of the writing.
The distaste develops, I sus
pect, when we try too hard to make
somebody like our favorites. My
father will never like stewed toma
toes, and I will never like coconut.
Both of us loathe liver. Perhaps we
have subconsciously chosen not to
try. Nevertheless, we refuse what
we dislike unless we find ourselves
in a situation where mind must
submit to manners. Readers make
choices too, choices to avoid cer
tain kinds of writing. Maybe they
would like fantasy if they had to
read it, but maybe some will never
give fantasy a chance because no
one has opened their minds to its
qualities. S ome people will never
try a Dickens novel because they
have a preconceived notion they
won't like it. Some of us will
never read scientific journals
because we do not or will not
develop a taste for them. All the
same, if I am enrolled in a science
class or if scientific information
influences my own field of study, I
had better develop my taste for sci
entific journals.
The need for information is a
built-in motivation to read, of
course. Virtual non-readers come
alive when they need to read
drivers' education manuals or risk
failing the test. Along with that
negative motivation of looming
failure exists the positive incentive
to get on the road.
We teachers must consider
how we can design assignments
that give students a natural incen
tive to read, aside from the threat
of failure. We can encourage our
students to discover fascinating
storehouses of information if we
build in incentives and direct the
students toward appropriate
resources. If we once get them
into the storehouse, some will
return again and again.
Unfortunately, some teachers
do very little reading themselves.
Overwhelmed by class preparation,
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That
May
Run
Down
Your
Chin''
BY L ORNA VAN GILST

hall monitor duty, unchecked
papers , faculty meetings, and bas
ketball games, they sigh that when
they finally get home and drop
onto the couch they need an enter
taining television show or a few
minutes to romp with the kids. I
can understand their reasoning. On
the other hand, they will probably
find that reading, like exercise, can
energize them if they read maga
zines and books that strengthen and
enlarge their vision. But readers
must be willing to be stretched for
reading to help them grow.
Perhaps administrators can build
the incentives for teachers to do
professional reading by referring
teachers to particular books and
articles and making copies avail
able. The principal may sit down
over coffee with a handful of
teachers to discuss certain profes
sional articles, or perhaps the entire
faculty should be directed to cer
tain reading materials. However
encouragement is given , it will
probably not work to require teach
ers to do assigned reading unless
the topics are pertinent and the dis
cussions lively and helpful. In that
respect, teachers are no different
from students.
I cannot recall ever meeting a
pre-school child who hated story
time. I can recall several occasions
when a first grade nephew asked
me to listen while he proudly
demonstrated his new ability to

read to me instead of my reading to
him. Sadly, though, I do know
young people who, somewhere in
the later school years, have devel
oped a strong dislike for reading.
When I question those people
about why they dislike reading,
I usually get the following re
sponses:
•

•

•
•

We have to write book reports,
which takes away the fun of
reading.
We spent six weeks on a book
in class, and I had it finished
the first week. I got bored.
We have to read stuff I can't
understand.
The teacher tells us what we
should get out of the book, but
I think he makes up some of
that stuff. Why do we have to
analyze books so much?

In our attempt to help students
get the full benefit of an excellent
book, we sometimes kill the enjoy
ment of reading. In my early years
of teaching I believe I was guilty of
overteaching certain novels. I
combed through each chapter for
precise details and challenging
vocabulary words, which I asked
my students to recall and reproduce
on quizzes and tests. Perhaps I
thought I could transfer all the
insights of my repeated readings to
them by asking them to memorize
my personal encounters with the
literature. Predictably, boredom
set in. Continuity and vitality were
lost. I had to learn that the students
need to make their own connec
tions with the story if they are to
appreciate it as much as I do.
Teachers must avoid the cod
liver oil approach to literature:
pinch the nose and force it in.
Rather, our role in helping students
consists more of whetting their
appetites and providing pleasant
opportunities for them to develop a
taste for the literature.
Teachers are quick to say,
" Students don't know what is good
for them. We must not stop push
ing them to read more. " I think we
must listen , however, and consider
how we can encourage positive
responses to reading while also
nudging students to grow, for ulti
mately we hope they come to enjoy
reading without having to be
assigned to read.

Maybe traditional book reports
ought to be replaced. A former
student of G. Robert Carlsen (well
known for Books and the Teenage
Reader) commends a teacher who
used a reading wheel with spokes
designating different genres of
reading,, which the students filled
in during a school year. Another
teacher remembers recording twen
ty new facts from the book in place
of writing a formal book review
(Voices of Readers: How We
Come to Love Books, Illinois ,
National Council of Teachers of
English 1988). Creative teachers
can make book review projects as
intriguing as the reading itself.
As readers gain maturity,
reviews should replace reports.
Gradually students ought to con
sider whether or not they appreci
ate the books they read and why.
We need to help them listen to the
sounds of the language as well as
to the stories, for language on the
page is a gift as capable of demon
strating creativity as the artist's
sketch on the canvas .
Teachers surely ought to allow
students to read books the students
understand, but gradually they
should edge readers into more and
more challenging books, or more
thought-provoking discussion of
interpretation. Yet the effect is lost
if teachers tell students what to
think rather than lead students to
points of discovery.
Most significant of all, what
ever we read, whether information
al or recreational, will have mean
ing and value for readers only if
they can relate what they read to
life. However, if students fly
through books only to say they
have completed every book on the
required list, they will have missed
the point of reading. Somewhere
within the process, the reader
needs to judge whether or not the
writer reveals truth, or even intends
to do so. A well-written story will
give us a reflection of life-it will
show us a universal truth, or the
distortion of truth.
That is not to say all reading
must be functional. Indeed, we
spend too much time wrapping
books' messages into neat packages
that tell us how to solve life's prob
lems. Perhaps my British instruc
tor's concern was valid when he
stated last summer, "You

Americans always try so hard to
make books do things for you.
You seem to think reading a good
book will change you. But you
don't really become a different per
son by reading a book."
I suspect he is correct. Books
don't change our natures , but they
can move us as we read them. I
find my own students wanting to
endorse only those books that satis
factorily resolve conflicts in the
lives of the protagonists. But
today's literature is more realistic
than that of the 1950s, and some of
earth's problems do not resolve
themselves. Whereas the writers
of the eighteenth, nineteenth, and
early twentieth centuries wrote sto
ries to teach moral lessons , today's
new realism writers seem more
intent on showing that characters
who make wrong choices must live
with the subsequently evil results.
Consequently, some books reflect
the terrible tension between God's
harmonious creation and man's
devastating effects. Thus we get
disturbing heroes such as Robert
Cormier's Archie Costello, who
wields power that devastates pro
tagonists without resolve.
May Christian teachers direct
readers to such books? Doesn't
commitment to Christ require us to
select literature in which resolution
supports God's overarching theme
that Christ is Lord? In earlier days
I would have agreed. But now I
believe literature must help stu
dents learn to recognize the tension
that exists between eternal heaven
and time-bound earth. And if we
think such tension always resolves
within human perspective, we
deceive ourselves.
In one sense, perhaps, my
instructor is wrong. We should
expect to be changed by what we
read. We should learn from what
we read. We should grow wiser
about conflict so we may carry
away with us the comfort that a
character or an author understands
faith in God or the concern that
such faith is absent. In reality, the
greatest value of reading may occur
in the act itself, when the reader
takes words from the page and
transforms them into one's own
personal experience, when the
reader actually bites in and feels
the juice run down the chin.
CEJ
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Should

Christians
Read "Dirty Books"?
BY BARBARA PELL

s an English professor spe
cializing in contemporary
fiction, I am commonly
called to defend my subject against
the criticisms of many sincere,
well-meaning Christians who clas
sify most modem realistic novels
as "dirty books" and repudiate
them with the good advice from
Philippians 4:8. It is a difficult and
ongoing process to develop a scrip
tural perspective and discernment
concerning the modern literature
that a Christian teacher should read
and teach, but let me suggest a few
guidelines that I have tentatively
arrived at.
Literature is concerned about
ultimate reality and value. One
of the objectives of my English
courses is listed as follows:

A

To explore how the literary
artist, in his attempt to trans
mute the apparently random
elements of the human condi
tion into the ordered structure
of significant form, can dis
close in his own aesthetic way
truths about God, man, and the
world.
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And there is not much conflict or
controversy for the Christian in
studying English literature from
the middle ages to the nineteenth
century. This is because the world
views and values expressed in the
greatest works-from Chaucer to
Tennyson-were largely the prod
ucts of Christian minds and/or pre
dominantly Christian societies.
Therefore, the study of these mas
terpieces can deepen our apprecia
tion of (in the words of the
Anglican Prayer Book) "all that is
beautiful in creation and in the
lives of people," and strengthen our
understanding of man's creative,
and sometimes destructive, powers
in the context of God's purpose and
judgement.
Therefore, as Christian teach
ers, we have to develop our per
spective on literature with a sensi
tivity to the theological themes, the
human values, and the technical
dynamics being developed in these
classic examples of human creativ
ity. Because literature appeals to
the heart as well as the head, the
emotions as well as the intellect, it
has always been a powerful vehicle
for religious vision and experience.
Like the parables that Jesus used to
embody his teachings, literary
works have often been the theo
logical "word" made "flesh" of
human experience, or (in the words
of one of the finest Christian nov
elists of the twentieth century,
Graham Greene) "metaphysics
worked in concrete. "
B ut what about modern litera
ture, now the product of a post
Christian worldview, and written
almost entirely by and for people
who are ignorant of, uncaring of,
and even hostile toward Chris
tianity? Twentieth century litera
ture has provoked violent opposi
tion, and even censorship, from
many Christians for its content and
themes, because the relentless real
ism in modern writing now mirrors
a world in which morally "any
thing goes." Instances of human
depravity-violence, sexual per
version and exploitation, and blas
phemy-abound in contemporary
fiction, drama, and poetry. This
graphic naturalism is a result of a
change in literacy theory (begin
ning in the nineteenth century) that
has replaced an artificial decorum
in literature with the real actions

and real language of real people,
often in the most sordid and
unpleasant areas of society.
How should the Christian
reader react to offensive language,
characters, and incidents? First of
all, let us remember that Chris
tianity in North America is largely
a middle-class religion. So let us
honestly ask ourselves if our reac
tion to some of the coarseness and
vulgarity in modem literature is
based on theological discernment
or middle-class squeamishness. I
was once told that some naturalis
tic scenes in a contemporary novel
that particularly offended me were
moderate compared to the scenes
of human squalor and hopelessness
witnessed by my friend, who was a
public health nurse in a city slum.
She implied that if I could get out
of my ivory tower and my middle
class suburban community and
experience the degradation and
suffering of the majority of the
world's people, if only through the
realism of a modem novel, maybe I
could begin to understand what the
nurses and social workers and
street missions were trying to do in
a society where one couldn't run
away from the consequences of
human sin and need simply by
closing the covers of a book.
On the other hand, in some
modem literature, the scenes of
human sinfulness-especially sex
uality-are portrayed very attrac
tively, even seductively. This is a
problem for Christians, but not one
to be solved by a censorship with
scissors, or a concentration on
those scenes without a considera
tion of the rest of the book. In
serious contemporary literature
(the only kind I am defending), the
sex scenes and even the blasphe
mous language are a relatively
small part of the total words and
pages. And they are of literary
necessity integrated into the devel
opment of character, plot, and
theme.
Actually more serious than the
problem of form-the incidents of
sex, violence, or blasphemy in con
temporary literature that have been
easier and more obvious for many
Christian critics to seize on-is the
deeper problem of meaning. In its
realistic depiction of a post-Chris
tian world, much modem literature
portrays themes of existential

meaninglessness and moral rela
tivism. As Sartre said: "If God is
dead, everything is possible. " The
majority of modem literature por
trays an insensitive and mechanical
universe, indifferent to man's goals
or aspirations , seemingly without
ultimate meaning or purpose. Man
journeys toward inevitable death in
fear and anxiety, "doomed but not
damned." It is a world in which
Christian truth has been under
mined by scientific rationalism and
existentialist philosophy, a world
which, Paul tells us, we should be
"in" but not "of. " But if we are to
be "in" it and minister to it, we
must understand it, and there is no
better way intellectually and emo
tionally to empathize with our fall
en world than through the creative
portrayals of its literature. It is
dangerous to submerge oneself in
the faithless world without faith
and without prayer to illuminate it,
but it is equally irre sponsible sim
ply to dismiss it with smug self
righteousness and uninformed
Phariseeism.
Let me leave you with some
practical suggestions for reading
and teaching modern literature (the
so-called "dirty books") as a
Christian:
I do not believe that
Christian adults need to be
"protected" from reading
serious modem literature, but
rather they need to develop a scrip
tural perspective and prayerful dis
cernment concerning the literary
and theological values in it. And
this applies to modem "Christian"
literature (from 0' Connor to
Updike) as much as to secular
books.
I will, however, leave it to
other teachers at the ele
mentary and junior sec
ondary level to establish the guide
lines for what modern literature is
helpful and what is detrimental to
the maturation process of their
young students. I think it is naive,
however, to suggest that students
over sixteen are going to be moral
ly corrupted by literature selections
that are relatively innocuous com
pared to the influences of their
popular culture and contemporary
society.

1

2

3

"Serious modern literature"
obviously does not mean
deliberate pornography or
popular garbage. We do not know
what contemporary literature will
stand the test of time and be termed
"great classics." But it is not so
difficult for teachers to determine
those books with aspirations to a
serious treatment of society and
human experience and to guide
their students with those criteria.
When we read those books
let us not overemphasize
the sex scenes or swear
words. Rather let us look for the
themes of human suffering, the
questions about the values of
human existence that the author
tries to answer or, perhaps, only
asks desperately. These are ques
tions for which we realize that
Christ is the answer, but maybe we
will be able to present him more
effectively if we really understand
the question first. The philosopher
Karl Jaspers said, "God is encoun
tered in the 'limit-situations' of
human existence (sin, guilt, suffer
ing, death). " Therefore, Christians
must sha re the concerns of those
crisis situations in order to commu
nicate the Gospel.
Therefore, let us not react to
these honest and creative
portraits of contemporary
human existence with smug self
righteousness or paranoid rejection.
Rather, let us view these portrayals
of human suffering and doubt-<Jf
positive values and of values that
show the poverty of a world with
out God-with compassion, sensi
tivity, and a larger Christian per
spective that realistically recog
nizes the depths of man's sinfulness
but also the tremendous potential
of God's grace. For remember, if
God is the answer, we don't have to
CEJ
be afraid of the question.
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Ba rbara Pel/ is associate pro
fesso r of English at Trinity
Western University at Langley,
British Columbia .
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Dordt College Voice, June 1988.

hristian parents, teachers,
and librarians agree that
children should be taught to
read and to read well. We also
agree that children should be
encouraged to read and to develop
the life-long pleasure of reading.
Ever since 1955 when Rudolf
Flesch wrote Why Johnny Can't
Read, there has been a plethora of
books and articles explaining why
children can't or don't read, but
only a handful suggesting what
they should read.
Supplying children with inter
esting, mind-expanding books can
contribute to their moral, intellectu
al, and emotional development.
Good books can also motivate
them to value reading. However, if
you examine children's books,
you'll find that many are trite, dull,
or unchallenging.
What makes a quality chil
dren's book? There are some rec
ognized standards. It is not simply
a matter of "I like it," or "I don't
like it." Taste in books must be
developed.
A look at the literary elements
of a book can help in j udging its
quality. Literary critics point to
seven elements : plot, character,
theme, style, setting, point of view,
and tone. For children's fiction, a
glance at the first four of these ele
ments is usually enough to separate
inferior from outstanding books.
To evaluate a book of fiction,
first judge the plot. There should
be some conflict, some unresolved
problem that keeps the interest of
the reader. Even the simplest sto
ries have conflict. Will the wolf
get the Three Little Pigs? B ut,
although some conflict is essential,
beware of sensationalism or unre
lieved tension. Good stories have
foreshadowing-subtle hints that
everything is going to be resolved
satisfactorily.
Watch out, too, for potentially
frightening situations that can
apply to the child's own life. For
example, there is a children's book
titled Mr. and Mrs. Pig's Evening
Out, by Mary Rayner. In this book
the pig children are left with a
babysitter who is really a wolf in
babysitter's clothing. The problem
is resolved happily because of the

C
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What
Should
Children
Read?
BY L OUISE HULST

ingenuity of the pig children, but
why suggest to children that par
ents might leave them with some
one who is dangerous?
Next look at the characters in
the book. Whether toys or animals,
human or superhuman, the charac
ters must ring true. They should be
worthy role-models, or such exag
gerations that children see the con
sequences of outrageous behavior.
Social groups should be portrayed
honestly. Avoid books with stereo
types of races, women, the elderly,
the handicapped, or any other
group.
The theme or message of the
book for children should always
present sound values. There
should be a clear line between right
and wrong, and it should be obvi
ous that sin or improper behavior
brings negative consequences.
Children should be able to benefit
from the message of the book.
Although children do not have to
be shielded from life's problems,
neither should they be carelessly
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or, even worse, deliberately
exposed to terrifying situations.
Most children love Dr.Seuss
and have learned to expect rollick
ing humor in his books. B ut in
1 9 84 , on his eightieth birthday, Dr.
Seuss came out with his first new
book in recent years titled The
Butter Battle Book . It is a descrip
tion of the arms race but gives no
resolution. The book ends, "Who's
going to drop it? Will you...?
Will he...? 'Be patient,' said
Grandpa. 'We'll see. We will
see...'." One reviewer called the
book "a bitter polemic." Children
shouldn't have to read that kind of
book. Their books should give
them courage to face life's prob
lems and the confidence that prob
lems can be solved.
How the author says what he
or she says is also important. The
book should have vivid word pic
tures and colorful descriptions ,
introducing new words and ideas in
a unique way. Avoid books that
are moralistic or didactic.

Principles shouldn't be preached,
they should be implicit. A good
writer has something worth saying,
says it in the best possible way, and
respects the child's ability to under
stand.
Let's apply these suggestions
to some familiar types of books .
First let's look at a typical
Nancy Drew book. The plot is
usually adequate. There's an inter
esting puzzle to solve, with plenty
of exciting episodes along the way
to the solution. The characters,
however, are weak with no charac
ter development. Nancy has been
17 for fifty years. And she is unre
alistic in the amount of freedom
she has. The other characters tend
to be stereotypes. The bad guys
are dark with Italian or Greek
names; the good guys are fair with
Anglo-Saxon names.
There is no meaningful theme,
but the message is clear. Young
people can accomplish many things
that adults cannot, and adults are
basically unimportant in the lives

of the young. This is certainly not
the message Christian parents or
teachers want young people to
hear. The style of the book is trite.
No new images are evoked, no col
orful word pictures painted.
Nancy Drew books' only value
is that they tell an exciting story
and so lure reluctant readers into
reading. Nevertheless, children
should not be allowed to linger too
long in this reading stage.
Next, apply the standard to
books based on licensed characters,
usually popular television shows or
toys, such as Care-Bears , S murfs,
He-Man, or Sesame S treet. These
books are message books. They
have a clearly stated theme: be
kind, be a friend, cooperate, be
honest. Although these values are
important, these books have little
plot, unbelievable characters, and
dreary style. They offer nothing
but a message. Children like them
because they recognize the charac
ters, but these books are not good
literature.

Another type of book to evalu
ate is the "ad hoc" book, one writ
ten for a particular purpose. When
there is a topic of current interest,
the market is flooded with hastily
written books on that topic. Past
topics have included death,
divorce, teen-age pregnancy, drugs,
homosexuality, and mental illness.
The current hot topics are abuse
and nuclear war. These, too, are
message books designed to get
information to the older reader.
Often they have little plot, matter
of-fact style, and weak characteri
zations; and the themes are dealt
with in either a sensational or titil
lating way.
A final type of book includes
those referred to as "Christian"
books. This category is hard to
define, but it includes books whose
characters are or become
Christians, those books that present
the message of salvation or a
strong moral lesson, and those
books with Christian themes. It
seems irreligious to criticize these
books, but evaluate the plot, char
acters, themes, and styles of these
books, too. With few exceptions,
they fail the test. Often they are
poorly written, uninteresting, and
unrealistic.
Good books from general pub
lishers can communicate values
that are Christian: love of God,
love of family, faith, honesty,
courage, compassion. These books
can produce awe, wonder, and
respect for the world that God has
made or that he has allowed man to
discover. Gladys Hunt in Honey
for a Child's Heart (Zondervan
1 969) says it best: "Generally it is
better to acquaint your child with a
book of quality than with second
rate writing where the plot is only a
thin disguise for dumping the
Christian message. "
There are many fine, quality
books for children. Authors such
as Gladys Hunt in the book men
tioned above, Jim Trelease in his
Read-Aloud Handbook (Penguin
Books 1985) , and Madeleine
L'Engle in Trailing Clouds of
Glory (Westminster Press 1 985)
recommend excellent children's
books.
CEJ
Louise Hulst is head librarian
at Dordt College in Sioux Center,
Iowa.
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Ramona
Reading
Club
Welcomes
Your
Membership
BY NELLENE DUIMSTRA

hildren learn to enjoy read
ing by reading books.
Although this statement is
obviously true, we as teachers do
not always focus on ways to get
children and books together.
Children need help in making the
transition from learning to read to
becoming independent readers.
For most children this does not
happen automatically. They need
to be motivated and they need to be
guided.
To help my students develop
the reading habit and a lifelong
love for reading I have been using
what I call "Reading Clubs." Each
month I drive to the public library
with a couple of strong boxes in
my trunk. I pick out about fifty
books , lug them up to the circula
tion desk, smile at the librarian,
and check out the books. Arriving
back at school, I combine these
books with several from my own
paperback collection. I am now
ready to set out books for eight to
ten different reading clubs from

C
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which m y students can select
books for their independent read
ing.
Each club consists of a group
of eight to twelve books by a par
ticular author or on a particular
theme. As I select the monthly
clubs I make sure that the books
consist of a wide range of reading
levels to suit my class. (Since I
teach third and fourth graders I
need books that range from first to
sixth grade level.) I also select dif
ferent types of books , such as real
istic fiction, fantasy, and non-fic
tion. I usually include a club of
mystery books, sport books, or ani
mal stories so there is a level and
type of book suited to everyone. I
have included one month's sample

list of reading clubs at the end of
the article.
In my classroom I have a read
ing comer with an inviting book
display. Discarded plastic greeting
card racks make wonderful book
holders because the front covers of
books are visible. These are used
for three or four clubs and other
clubs are grouped together on the
shelf. The names of all the month
ly clubs are printed on large cards
on the reading corner bulletin
board.
Excitement mounts on the first
Monday of each month as my stu
dents hurry back to the reading
corner to check out the new clubs.
Early in the day I introduce the
new books to them . We talk about

*RULE OF THUMB
Open the book to a page with much writing on it.

Read that page. If you come

to a word you don't know, put down your thumb. If you come to another word
you don't know, put down the first finger of that same hand. Each time you
come to an unknown word on that page, put down another finger. If all the fin
gers of one hand are down before you finish that page, the book is probably too
hard for you, and you should look for another.
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Jennifer Striebel and Kristina Hall share a pillow during a read-in.

the content of each book as well as
the reading level. S tudents are
taught in September how to use the
"Rule of Thumb"* to pick a book
which is not too hard for them . B y
the time I have finished introduc
ing the books (30-45 minutes),
almost everyone knows which
book he or she wants to read first.
Then the reading begins !
Every day I give my students
time to read. I also encourage
them to take the books home and
read each night. Students keep a
record of their reading by using
reading club sheets. To make these
sheets, I simply photocopy a pic
ture from one of the books and
draw lines underneath it, then place
several of the sheets in a pocket
folder for each club. As students
finish a book they take a reading
club sheet from the appropriate
folder, write the name of the book
they have read on the line, and
place it in their individual reading
folders so that by the end of the
year they have a record of all the
books they have read.
Students do not have to read
all the books in one club before
they move on to another club.
They also do not have to make
reports on the books they read. My
objective here is reading for enjoy
ment, so I keep to a bare minimum
any other requirements in this part
of my reading program. I feel that
there is nothing that can kill the
love of reading more than knowing
that when you finish a book an
assignment awaits you.
We do share our reading in
ways that are fun . We build a con
struction paper bookworm high on
the classroom wall as the students
add a segment from each book they
complete. We dress up like a
favorite book character one day

during National Book Week in
November. We do art projects
such as dioramas and life-sized
drawings or papier-mache heads of
book characters . We share in the
fun of reading together when we
hold our class "read-ins." On read
in days we bring our sleeping bags
and pillows so that we can push
back our tables, lie on the floor,
and read. We try to have four read
ins each year. The first one lasts
one-fourth of the day. If that goes
well, our next one comes about
midway through the year and lasts
one-half day. If the students show
they can enjoy reading that long,
we move to three-fourths of the
day and finally to an all-day read
in near the end of the year.

I also integrate reading clubs
with the rest of my curriculum .
For example, if we are studying
pioneers, one reading club that
month would be the "Laura Ingalls
Wilder Club. " In February when
we study famous people such as
Abraham Lincoln, George
Washington, and Martin Luther
King I have a "Biographies Club."
One year when we had a unit on
disabilities we had two clubs that
tied into that unit. One was a non
fiction club consisting of books
about children with disabilities.
Another was a club made up of
books by Jean Little who writes
books using characters with dis
abilities. I also integrate reading
clubs with language as we write
letters to authors or act out plays
based on books.
I have found that reading clubs
have helped me as a teacher to
motivate, guide, and inspire my
students to become readers because
they have discovered that reading
is fun, exciting, and interesting.
When I asked my students why
they liked reading clubs, Erica
wrote, "I like reading clubs because
books are fun to read. They make
me feel like I am in the book.
Books are [an] enjoyment to me."
CEJ

Dirk Bakhuyzen enjoys the daily reading time.
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Reading:
An Interactive Process

c

BY AR DEN RUTH POST

-a-t," sounds out
Jamie, "Cat!" He
proceeds along the
line of print, "The cat ran up the
t
." He hesitates.
"Sound it out," says his teacher.
"T-r-ee, tree!" exclaims Jamie.
In a neighboring school Janna
is also encountering new reading
materials. "What do you think this
story will be about?" asks her
teacher. "What words may be
included?" When Janna comes to
an unknown word, she is asked to
make a prediction, based on her
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hypotheses about the story and the
content which she has encountered
thus far.
Both Jamie and Janna are
invo �d in reading instruction in
the classroom. Two very different
approaches are in use, representing
divergent opinions of what reading
is. Which teacher is using the bet
ter method of instruction? The
answer is not simple and suggests a
brief review of the state of the art
in reading, as well as some impli
cations for a new model, combin
ing the best of the two approaches
used in the examples.

Approaches to Reading
Instruction

One theory of reading suggests that
reading is a bottom-up process in
which the reader tackles individual
words by sight or sound, proceeds
through a sentence, and arrives at a
whole paragraph. Meaning should
result. This is often called a text
based, or code- emphasis approach;
it is the approach Jamie was using.
A second popular view is the
top-down approach. Readers
hypothesize about meaning and
read to confirm or disprove their
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own hypotheses. They attend to
smaller units of text-words and
letters-only to facilitate hypothe
sis testing, or meaning confirma
tion. This is called the meaning
emphasis, or concept-driven
approach; it is the approach Janna
was using.
At this point we could stop and
select either approach to reading
instruction. However, are we
doing justice to the complex pro
cess in which the readers engage
from the time they open a first
reader until the time they complete
an advanced chemistry textbook? I
think not. Reading is more than
adding together what is on a print
ed page, more than a compilation
of sounds and words. Simply stat
ed, the whole of a passage is more
than the sum of its parts. However,
it can also be said that these very
parts-sounds and words-con
tribute to the meaning one is in the
process of obtaining and confirm
ing.
Another view of reading is
suggested, one that has a great deal
of current appeal and widespread
acceptance in the field of reading.
This third and most recent view
sees reading as an interactive pro
cess, the interaction of the basic
skills suggested in the first
approach and the meaning imposed
by the reader in the second
approach. The interactive view has
widespread appeal because it
makes sense and combines the
strengths of two other emphases.
By defining reading as an interac
tive process we are compelled to
examine many interactions which
occur and which make a significant
impact upon the students we teach
from elementary school through
college.
Compatibility with Christian
Education

Furthermore, there is an even more
compelling reason for the Christian
educator to examine the interactive
aspects of reading. Christian edu
cation is itself an interactive pro
cess. According to Christian
Schools International it involves
three interacting goals: intellectu
al, decisional, and creative. The
interactive view of reading is more
compatible with these goals than
are the bottom-up or top-down
14
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models. By providing a compre
hensive approach to reading, the
interactive view fosters intellectual
growth-the student's capacity to
know and understand-by means
of specific skills as well as by
probing for meaning. Just as intel
lectual growth should involve more
than fact gathering, so should read
ing involve more than skill acquisi
tion. The interactive view encour
ages thinking, understanding rela
tionships, testing hypotheses, and
drawing conclusions, as the student
progresses in wisdom and insight.
Establishing the basis for intel
lectual growth leads logically to a
consideration of decisional and cre
ative growth. In decisional growth,
students who have been exposed to
the interactive model of reading
have gained the capacity to critical
ly evaluate what they read and
learn, to consider moral options,
and to make responsible choices.
The way is paved for the students'
active responses to life, the goal of
creative growth. They have partic
ipated actively in the process of
sorting out information and making
decisions, becoming active learners
who are preparing to lead produc
tive Christian lives. Implied by
these three goals is a compatibility
among them and the teaching
learning process and the curricular
offerings of the school. Is it not
appropriate, then, that we examine
reading, a prime subject area and a
necessary educational skill, for the
interactions which are involved in
it?
The Interactions Involved in
Reading

1

Reading is interacting with
language that has been
coded into print. It
involves making sense of written
language. (Gillet and Temple,
Hennings, May). Anyone who has
tried to teach foreign language
speakers to read a basal reader or
content area text in English knows
the importance of oral language
facility for reading. Knowledge of
sound-symbol relationships, sen
tence structure, and word mean
ings, including idiomatic expres
sions, is imperative for compre
hending the written word.
Furthermore, these types of lan
guage knowledge are first encoun-
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tered and developed orally. The
implication is that oral language
development is a prerequisite to
reading at any age.
Reading involves the inter
action of prior knowledge
with the. new information in
the text. (Anderson and Pearson,
Durkin, Pearson).
Elementary teachers are famil
iar with the process of introducing
reading material. A typical scene
might involve the following: "We
are going to read a story about
hamsters. Do any of you children
have pets? Does anyone have a pet
hamster? What can you tell us
about hamsters?" Such introducto
ry questions lead to motivation for
reading and are followed by setting
a purpose for reading and introduc
ing vocabulary that will be encoun
tered. Prior knowledge is activated
and the stage is set for acquiring
new information.
The implication is two-fold:
(1) Some students do not have the
prior knowledge or the background
of information needed for reading,
and they impose greater demands
on the teacher to assist them in
developing it. (2) Content area
reading requires a similar activa
tion or development of prior
knowledge if chapters in history or
science are to become meaningful.
It is the activation of relevant prior
knowledge and experience for con
tent area reading that we teachers
often neglect.
Reading involves the inter
action between the reader's
schema, or expectations, for
the text structure and the actual
structure of the text. (Meyer and
Rice, Pearson, Stein and Glenn).
Research has shown that beginning
readers who expect to find certain
kinds of information in stories-for
example, characters, time, place
(setting), a theme, series of events,
and ending-do comprehend and
recall stories better than those who
have not such expectations.
Likewise, older readers need to be
clued in to the structure of content
area texts, such as use of taxono
my, chronology, cause and effect,
comparison-contrast, or expository
explanatory patterns of text struc
ture.
This interaction implies that
we need to clue our students in to
the way texts are organized. In

2

3

addition, we can prepare diagrams,
open outlines , guided questions, or
pattern guides for them to use
while reading. I have found many
college students who appreciated
this reading assistance when begin
ning a new course or discipline of
study.
The reading act itself
requires the interaction of
several levels or types of
specific reading skills. (Anderson,
Hasenstab and Laughton. At the
lowest level there exist the skills
wherein the reader recognizes
words by sight, or automatically,
and by phonetic analysis of letter
combinations and syllables. The
second level involves knowledge

4

of parts of speech and the way sen
tences are structured. The third
level focuses on vocabulary, or
word meanings, which combine
into sentence meaning. The fourth
level includes more intangible
aspects: the author's purpose for
writing, the intended audience, the
style in which she or he writes, and
the kinds of information she or he
expects the audience to possess.
Finally, a fifth level calls attention
to the whole text or passage and
asks such questions as , "How does
the passage hang together? How
do sentences and paragraphs relate
to each other? " The focus here is
on text cohesion.
A word of caution should be
introduced here regarding the use
of these levels. A hierarchy of
skills, in which readers necessarily

approach text from the lowest level
and proceed to use of the highest
level, is not suggested. Instead, it
is suggested that readers approach
the text at the level in which they
are comfortable with the material.
A good general approach may actu
ally begin at the fifth level, text
cohesion, in order to get the gist of
the passage and then proceed
through use of other level skills as
necessary to obtain meaning.
The implication of this fourth
interaction is that readers need to
be aware of all five levels or types
of skills to use in reading.
Attention to these five skill areas is
the responsibility of the teacher.
By neglecting the higher levels and
focusing on the first three men
tioned above, we run the risk of not
seeing the forest because of all the
trees.
Reading involves the inter
action between the teacher,
who assigns the reading,
and the student, who is assigned to
read. S uch a statement may appear
far removed from the previous
interactions. It goes beyond the
text and brings in personalities.
Since the very nature of our educa
tional system involves teacher
learner interaction, it is important
to consider how this interaction
affects reading.
Recently, I did an informal
study among some junior high
school students about their favorite
classes. I found that the name of
the subject made very little differ-
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ence, whether it was science, histo
ry, B ible, or English. Enthusiasm
for a class was determined more by
the person teaching the class. This
carried over into the reading
assignments for the classes. The
teachers who made learning come
alive by their enthusiasm and origi
nality infected their students with
this enthusiasm and infused the
textbook with appeal and attrac
tion. The teacher's own excitement
with the subject of instruction and
the written word was conveyed to
the students.
The implication is that the
approach we bring to the classes
we teach results in attitudes our
students carry over to the reading
assigned for the class. Further
more, our own attitudes toward
reading encourage or discourage
our students in their reading.
To summarize, I suggest that
the interactive view of reading
flows logically from the three
interacting goals of Christian edu
cation. Beversluis argues, " that
the three kinds of educational
growth . . . can most directly and
most suitably . . . meet the nature
and needs of young persons," and
these goals further suggest " . . . a
careful selection of the curriculum
pattern that will most directly pro
mote these kinds of growth" (62) .
Because of the pervasive nature of
reading we m ust recognize the
needs of young persons to study a
curricular area, to learn a skill, to
have a medium for content subject
learning, and to enjoy a means for
critical thinking and decision mak
ing. The product is an active learn
er who is preparing to lead the
Christian life. Can we do any less
than to examine the important
implications which the interactive
process of reading suggests as we
plan our reading programs and
instruction?
CEJ
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oney, your corn's
popping!" I yelled as
a steady staccato tap
exploded from the stove. "Better
hurry or you'll have popcorn every
where."
"Coming!" shouted my hus
band from the back of the house.
Smiling at the fragrance of freshly
popping com, I picked up my
newspaper and settled back com
fortably in my easy chair.
Although I tried to concentrate
again on the front page, my atten
tion was soon riveted to the rhythm
of pop, pop-pop, pop-pop-pop-pop,
and soon I found myself reading
silently to this peculiar beat.
"You're popcoming it, just like
your elementary students," I scold
ed myself.
Instantly, my thoughts flashed
back to yesterday morning's tutor
ing session.
"Now, Laurie," I heard myself
say to my youngest student, "why
don't we read your assignment
now? Can you read this page for
me, honey?"
The little blonde girl quickly
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shook her head; however, her
doubtful blue eyes quietly searched
my face for encouragement.
Leaning back in my chair, I
remembered smiling and nodding
affectionately at her to begin.
"I-see-you. Ann-sees-you,"
she had stammered.
Now I grimaced as I recalled
how painfully belabored each word
had sounded.
I wonder why she can't seem
to understand anything she reads, I
mused. She's only in the pre
primer.
A waft of corn floated past my
nose and again the sound of pop
pop-pop-pop arrested my attention.
That's Laurie's problem, I sud
denly realized. She reads so dis
jointedly, she can't remember what
she reads!
The term "popcorn reading"
may describe staccato reading a bit
facetiously, but in doing so it can
"break the ice," producing a smile
or a giggle from the otherwise
nervous student. Also, this analo
gy of popcorn popping to a pecu
liar phrasing style can cause the
student to recognize his need for
remediation, for staccato or "pop
com reading" has become a fre
quent problem among many prima
ry oral readers.
"Popcorn reading" can thus be
defined as incorrect phrasing of the
sentence. Instead of imitating the
natural sentence flow by coupling
words into phrases, the young
reader mouths each word in the
sentence individually. So he or she
reads the short sentence "I went to
the store" as "1- went- to- the
store."
Obviously, popcorn readers
cannot derive meaning from the
sentences they read, or they would
instinctively follow the true phras-
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ing. Therefore, because their
phrasing is incorrect, they obvious
ly do not recognize words within
the sentence, or they have not been
trained in the art of sentence
phraseology.
Unfortunately, the Christian
school teacher's efforts in teaching
reading can be strained by this per
plexing problem. Sometimes
pupils transferring in from other
institutions, particularly public
schools, must be given immediate
special attention in oral reading
skills.
How can the Christian teacher
remediate this peculiar reading dif
ficulty? First, by tracing the source
of "popcorn reading." In all proba
bility, the student has been taught
merely to memorize the unfamiliar
word instead of decoding it accord
ing to its letter sounds. Thus, from
the beginning, the student's word
recognition skills have been based
not upon how the word sounded,
but upon how it looked. Conse
quently, the reader has formed the
highly undesirable habit of focus
ing upon the word, not upon the
sounds within the word.
Although this early tendency
of scrutinizing each word may
appear quite harmless, its effect in
later years is to produce a crippled
reader. Not having mastered each
new word by sounding it out, the
primary student cannot advance to
decoding phrases. Instead, the stu
dent continues trying to recall each
word and the obsession with read
ing each word grows.
Most capable primary stu
dents, despite the drawbacks of
memorizing each word, do eventu
ally overcome the tendency to read
word-by-word and do advance to
become good readers. However,
the less able child, not having such
a retentive memory, may carry
word-by-word reading into the
intermediate grades. In doing so,
the student becomes even more
crippled, for now she or he reads
silently each sentence, word-by
word, not noting the sentence
phrasing or establishing its main
idea. Because the reader has not
mastered sentence reading, neither
will he or she be equipped to read
and to understand paragraphs, sub
chapters, or chapters.
What should the Christian
teacher do with this child? The

answer is simple. Go back to the
sentence and establish its phraseol
ogy.
If the student has only begun
oral sentence reading, remediation
is relatively easy. Read the sen
tence orally and ask the student to
repeat it over and over until the
phrasing is correct. Then, if he or
she has not been taught to read
phonetically, use a reading series
that assures that child of a system
atic presentation of word recogni
tion skills and guards against
relapses of haphazard, senseless
oral reading.
However, if your student has
advanced into the second, third, or
fourth grades, remediation
becomes more challenging. First,
establish how the child reads by
listening to the oral flow of sen
tences. Note if there are any
phrasal patterns within the sen
tence. The severity of a word-by
word reading habit can be deter
mined by the way the reader phras
es sentences orally.
The older the reader, the
greater the problem. More than
likely, the older elementary student
now has transferred early oral
word-by-word reading into silent
word-by-word reading. In order to
break the reader of this habit, the
teacher must first make the child
aware that he or she now reads
individual words, not phrases. A
survey of his or her oral reading
can demonstrate this handicap
rather effectively.
Begin reading orally by plac
ing your student three or four lev
els below the given grade level
(i.e. , place a fifth grade student in a
first or second grade book) and
instruct him or her to read aloud.
Listen to the phrasing. If it is cor
rect, move up to the next level.
Continue moving up until the stu
dent begins to phrase sentences
improperly.
After choosing the correct
reader to focus on the difficulty,
instruct the child to read aloud.
Listen to the manner of phrasing,
and, when it is incorrect, stop the
child immediately. Read the sen
tence aloud and ask the student to
repeat it. Then ask the child to
read the next sentence orally, stop
him or her, reread the sentence
aloud yourself, and ask the child
again to reread it orally. Gradually

work through the paragraph. Then
reread the entire paragraph over to
the child before asking him or her
to read it back to you orally.
Proceed through the next para
gragh, sentence by sentence, in the
same manner. When you have
finally completed the entire page,
ask the child to read the entire page
and summarize its contents for
you.
If you and your impatient ele
mentary student should balk at
such concentrated oral reading,
employ an alternative method of
first dividing the sentences into
phrases, placing the phrases
between parentheses, and then
reading each phrase aloud.
First, point out to your student
the ground rules for determining
the phrasing of the sentence (i.e. ,
the necessity of placing subject
with verb and preposition with its
object). Then ask the student to
mark the first sentence. For exam
ple, (I went) (to the shopping cen
ter) (last week).
Next, ask your student to read
each parenthetical element as a
mini-sentence and then put the ele
ments together. If the student can
not do so, demonstrate aloud, and
ask him or her to reread the entire
sentence aloud. Proceed through
the paragraph, sentence by sen
tence, marking, then reading.
After you have completed marking
and reading the entire paragraph,
ask the student to read the entire
paragraph aloud. Continue sen
tence by sentence, paragraph by
paragraph, until you have complet
ed the entire page. Finally, ask the
student to reread the entire page
aloud and summarize its contents
for you.
Although this oral remediation
is laborious, tedious, and time con
suming for both teacher and stu
dent, it does effectively instill sen
tence phraseology into reading.
Moreover, it actively promotes
greater comprehension, for effec
tive oral reading transfers into effi
CEJ
cient silent reading.

Having taught at every grade
level from junior high through
adult education, Mary Elizabeth
Mueller submits an excerpt from
her own tutorial system,
Megastructure : A Curriculum
Guide for Grade s 1 -1 2 .
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A Plus i n

BY RUT H VAN DE STROET

have observed in the early
grade classroom and reme
dial reading room that oral
reading is usually done round robin
style. Each student waits his or her
tum to come. Some children get
bored and their minds wander; oth
ers are attentive and read along
while the reader, who hasn't
rehearsed, stammers through a
page. The results of such tech
niques have caused widespread
controversy over the use of oral
reading in the classroom. Oral
reading can be used more effec
tively in the classroom when teach
ers consciously strive to incorpo
rate it into their lessons.
Some of the controversy exists
because adults who have grown up
on oral reading in class hold mixed
feelings. Those with a low self
image or those who were poor
readers may have dreaded the rou
tine in years past and consider its

I
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value minimal. According to an
article by Mary Newton Bruder
and Shirley Biggs in the May 1988
Journal o f Reading, a class of
adults enrolled in a literary devel
opment class gave these responses
about their memories of oral read
ing: 56 percent had negative feel
ings, 36 percent had positive feel
ings, and 9 percent did not remem
ber the experience. Those who had
negative feelings said they "were
embarrassed, refused to read, or
were afraid of making mistakes"
(737). Those with positive feelings
recalled being fluent readers and
enjoying oral reading. The authors
observe, "If reading aloud is a
measure of reading ability, we rea
soned that better readers should
have more pleasant memories,
since oral reading would have been
a successful experience for them"
(737). Yet this was not always
true; some students with good
memories still disliked the use of
this technique.
Bruder and Biggs assert that
the success of oral reading depends
on why and how it is done in the
classroom. They emphasize that
the purpose should be well-defined
and carefully examined. Is oral
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reading used to increase reading
ability, or is it used to evaluate the
student's progress? Criteria neces
sary to improve on the technique
include meaningful material, indi
vidual assessment, and an opportu
nity for the reader to rehearse.
Adherence to these methods can
produce a more positive effect.
Elinor P. Ross (The Reading
Teacher, December 1986) reports
that oral reading has been proven
successful in the classroom by
several experiments which show
that through oral reading, students
better sense the relationship
between the spoken and written
word. Furthermore, these experi
ments show that a child who is
learning to read makes a natural
transition from speech to print.
Ross gives examples in which
teachers used different ways to
encourage oral reading. One
teacher used dramatic activities to
teach the students. She had stu
dents read into a tape recorder pri
vately and then listen to them
selves, noting where they needed
improvement. She found that for
this technique most students were
willing to practice on the skill of
oral reading. After students prac
ticed their parts, she video-taped
them and had them perform for the
classes. Even though the attitudes
of the students toward oral reading
did not change, they became aware
of their strengths and weaknesses
and gained confidence and skill in
oral reading.

O ra l Reading:

the Cl assroom
Another example of success
was reported by two third grade
teachers who sent notes home to
parents informing them of what the
class would be doing and asking
the parents to help. The students
were given passages to practice at
home and offered advice at school
on improving their oral reading.
Each Friday the teacher listened to
the students individually and filled
out a checklist on their progress.
By the end of the trial period the
teachers found an improved profi
ciency in oral reading. As a result
the students were given the privi
lege of reading to kindergarten stu
dents.
These experiments were suc
cessful because of the strategies
used: the students were encour
aged to rehearse, they were
instructed on the use of self-evalu
ation, and they were given a pur
pose for oral reading. In addition
the teachers provided good role
models. These experiments seem
to indicate that if teachers take the
time to organize meaningful activi
ties, students can actually improve
their oral reading and enjoy it.

Another valid use of oral read
ing is as a method for evaluating
how a student reads a passage.
Barbara M. Fleisher (Reading
Research and Instruction, Spring
1988) observes that better and
poorer readers use different cues
when reading, especially in more
difficult passages. She conducted
the study to determine how best to
improve reading skills; however,
she found a marked difference in
how the two groups decoded a pas
sage.
Fleisher used a very detailed
way of assessing the errors made
by each individual. She found that
poorer readers paid closer attention
to letters than meaning, whereas
better readers focused on meaning
first, then noted the letters.
However, this real difference did
not occur until the material became
difficult. Then too, better readers
were less locked into graphic
cues-maps, diagrams, and head
ings-focusing more on contextual
cues. In contrast, the poorer read
ers depended on graphic cues,
therefore losing meaning at high
levels of difficulty. Finally,
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Fleisher found that better readers
worked to comprehend while poor
er readers tended to decode.
Another distinction between
poorer and better readers that
Fleisher discovered was the differ
ent ways teachers instruct students
in reading. The poorer readers are
interrupted more often for mistakes
and are encouraged to look at let
ters to decode words. The better
readers, on the other hand, are
interrupted less for the same num
ber of errors and are encouraged to
look at context when having diffi
culty with a word. This discovery
may help teachers to be more
aware of how techniques can influ
ence readers.
Fleisher concludes "that com
prehension and decoding may not
be separate reading tasks, nor
should they be taught as isolated
skills in the reading curriculum"
(48). Teachers should encourage
all students to be better readers,
thereby, making reading an enjoy
able activity for more children.
A dramatic example of how
teachers can make a difference in
the lives of their students is dis
cussed by Michael Brownstein in
Learning (April 1988). Brown
stein's sixth grade student, Grace,
could not read. He encouraged her
to attend an after-school tutoring
program which he directed. At
first she did not attend; however,
once she began, her success was
fantastic. Within the program they
also included a 4-H Club whose
members were preparing for an
oratory contest. Grace became
interested in participating in the
contest. She researched a topic,
prepared a speech, and won second
place. By the end of that school
year she had made a 34-month gain
on a standardized test because a
teacher provided a purpose for oral
reading and encouraged Grace to
be successful.
Not every student will experi
ence such a dramatic change, but
oral reading, if properly carried
into effect, can result in positive
improvement and ultimate enjoyment.
CEJ

Ruth Vande Stroat is a senior
education major at Dordt College.
She and her husband and three
children reside in Rock Valley,
Iowa.
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l m�roving Readin g
an et Learning in H 1story
BY BEVERLY J . VER D IER

D

avid is an eighth grade stu
dent who is having difficul
ty in his American history
course. He has trouble reading and
understanding the material he is
required to read from his history
textbook. In addition, he lacks
interest and motivation to learn
about American history. He just
does what he can to pass the course
and anxiously waits for the school
year to end.
The problem just described is
one of many that exist in today's
history classrooms, making the
teacher's instruction of the course
challenging and exciting while at
the same time quite frustrating.
The history teacher must rec
ognize that the students in his or
her class represent a wide range of
ability levels both intellectually
and developmentally. With this in
mind, the teacher is not only con
fronted with the expectation to pro
vide the most effective instruction
that will allow each student to
learn the material required of the
course, but she or he is also chal
lenged to find appealing ways to
package this material to make it
interesting and exciting for stu
dents to learn. To meet this chal
lenge the teacher should direct
attention to promoting a learning
environment that is sensitive to the
reading/learning demands required
of the students.
Reading Demands of the Text

In order to understand the events
that occur in history as communi
cated by the textbook and other
related reading materials, the stu
dents must be able to recognize
structural patterns of text writing.
These may include sequential order
and development, cause/effect rela
tionships , compare/contrast rela
tionships , listing patterns, and
problem-solving formats (Vacca
and Vacca 3 1 ).
Because of the wide variety of
reading levels that exist in the
20
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classroom, some students , if not
many, may have difficulty using
their textbooks effectively to
acquire meaningful information.
From their textbooks or other relat
ed materials, students need to be
able to establish generalizations
and identify relationships in order
to truly understand history. The
use of study guides is a learning
tool that may compensate for the
wide range of reading levels in the
classroom. Students at various lev
els will benefit from study guides
that encourage inquiry, integrate
present knowledge with new
knowledge, and promote reflection
on past experiences (McClain 321).
Often faced with tedious infor
mative writing in history texts, stu
dents need to be introduced to
effective strategies of making their
reading/learning experience more
worthwhile. Students need to
know how to study and how to
gain the most from reading assign
ments . Along the same lines, stu
dents need to be motivated by
these strategies to want to read
about history. The students' atti
tudes and feelings about learning
history can make or break the suc
cess of a history course. Boredom
and discouragement greatly impede
such success.
McClain's Study Gu ide

To assist students in gleaning the
information communicated by his
tory texts, study guides can be
effectively used in the history
classroom. McClain suggests that
a study guide be divided into five
sections which involve a step by
step method of attack (322-325):
•

Section 1

This section focuses on the stu
dents' background knowledge. The
purpose is to get the students to
come up with generalizations and
reasons for reading the assigned
pages. In this section of the study
guide, the teacher has a few sen
tences describing the topic which
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will be read, along with a series of
questions the students should try to
answer before they begin reading.
•

Section 2

After the initial approach to the
topic, students must deal with the
expected vocabulary. In this sec
tion of the study guide, the teacher
lists vocabulary words and page
numbers where they may be locat
ed. Also, each word is followed by
a listing of three or four possible
meanings from which the reader
may choose. S tudents are encour
aged to attempt to define each list
ed word prior to reading the text so
that they will be more aware of
their purpose for reading and more
alert to key words in the material.
•

Section 3

Once students have read the mate
rial, they are encouraged to look at
details in the text and relate them
to one another. In effect, they deci
pher the organizational pattern of
the text. In this section of the
study guide, the teacher may have
an activity such as sequencing or
name/place matching that encour
ages the students to look at the
organizational structure of the
material being read.
•

Sect ion 4

Thinking processes involved in
reading carry beyond the printed
detail. Prevalent attitudes or prac
tices in a historical setting may
swell the importance of a recorded
event but may be inadequately
stressed in the test. Cause and
effects might be only implied yet
essential to a full comprehension of
the material at hand. This section
kneads student thinking in matters
such as relationships. A teacher
may choose here to create a list of
facts from the selection and a sec
ond list of results from these
actions, which the student will
have to match.
•

Section 5

This section picks up the facts and
ideas that have been left out of the
previous sections by having stu
dents respond to questions related

to the text. It is suggested that the
questions be noted according to
difficulty; therefore, individual stu
dents will have different require
ments. In this section of the study
guide, the teacher has a list of
questions with page numbers along
with a rating, so students will be
able to recognize their level of dif
ficulty.
Upon completion, McClain
suggests , the guide should be
reviewed aloud, either by the
whole class or in small groups.
She also suggests that the class go
back and review the background
questions (Section 1) to remind the
students that the material can be
meaningful to them .
Locating Main Ideas in
H istory Textbooks

In order to grasp the main idea in a
paragraph, " the reader has to
understand the logical relationships
that exist among the component
sentences" (Donlan 1 37). This
strategy for locating the main idea
consists of a three-stage process:
(1) exercises in learning word rela
tionships, (2) exercises in detecting
relationships of key words, (3)
exercises in detecting relationships
of key words in total paragraphs.
•

Stag e 1

The

army forces were uniting at last.

�

The army attacked
from the east.

I

The army moved in
from the west.

�
The

marines fought
the last battles.

FIGURE 2

•

Stag e 2

In activities basically extending
from the word-relationship exer
cises, students must now focus on
the relationships between sen
tences: sentences that have superi
or/subordinate relationships, sen
tences that have no relationships .
Donlan ( 1 9 80) provides some
examples : ( 1 ) The war lasted
three years. The allies lost the first
battle. (2) Hitler remained in com 
mand in Germany in 1 945.
Rudolph Hess was captured by the
British earlier. Once again, extra
assistance may be need in helping
students identify superior/subordi
nate relationships in sentences.
S e e fig u re 2.

•

Stage 3

Working with complete paragraphs
follows. S tudents are encouraged
to diagram the paragraphs by iden
tifying the superior sentences (the
main idea) and the subordinate
sentences (supporting ideas) .
Donlan's example follows:

The word-relationship exercises
focus on the semantic analysis of
words in identifying their relation
ships: equal, opposite,
Main idea (superior)
superior/subordinate, no relation
ships. Students are given exercises
1 . United States interest in for
in which they explain the relation
eign affairs increased during
ships between a pair of words from
the 1920s.
their history text (example:
fleet/battleship, democracy/dicta
2. Americans were active in
torship) . Extra assistance may be
the international disar
needed in showing students how to
mament movement.
identify superior/subordinate rela
2. American businessmen
tionships by providing example
were keenly interested in
diagrams of the structure. See fig u re 1.
world trade.
2. The U.S . abandoned its
former role of policeman
of the western hemi
Example:
sphere and tried to be a
"good neighbor" to Latin
Armed forces
America.

Continued practice using pas
sages from the history text is rec
ommended to assist the students in
transferring this skill to their inde
pendent reading.
By incorporating these strate
gies into the history classroom the
teacher may be able to assist stu
dents like David in developing a
new outlook on learning about his
tory. The instructor recognizes
David's individual reading needs
and assists him in becoming a
more proficient reader. David
learns to express his feelings,
ideas, and opinions and relates
them to the material he is studying.
With these opportunities he
can acquire intellectual tools that
will assist him in learning about
history. He will more readily
develop an inquiring attitude about
history as he relates his own
knowledge and ideas to the new
information he is learning. These
skills will be beneficial to David
far beyond his school subjects into
an unending variety of topics and
settings in his adult years.
CEJ
Beverly J. Verdier is a recent
Calvin College graduate with a
master o f arts in teaching with a
reading emphasis.

(superior)

army

/ I �
navy

marines

(subordinate)
F IG U R E 1
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The
U se of Wr it i n g
in the
P r i m a ry G rad es
BY PA M A DAMS

A

re you looking for a way to

teach skills in an exciting
way? Are you concerned
about individualizing your curric u

receive. Teachers are discussing
student writings and are proudly
displaying them in halls , libraries ,
and classroo m s . Writing can

be a

write some m ore because research
has shown that writing is a very
valuable activity for all students .
Regarding the older student, writ

lum to m ee t the academic needs of

freeing experience for both student

ing allows one to process the ideas

your class? Are you searching for

and teacher. It can enable them to

of the material being studied. It

ways to build coopera tion between

use the creativity and imagination

aids comprehension and helps the

students? Making writing an

that God has given to us all . I per

writer retain the information stud

important part of your curriculum

sonally find it h ard to believe I am

ied. Writing also requires high

can help you solve some of these

teaching Chri s tianly if I am simply

level thinking skill s . B ut what
about the younger child, the child

following the teac her's m anual and

problems.

not using any of my own ideas .

who is j ust entering school with lit

G iven the opportunity to do w ork

Allowing students the freedom to

tle or no knowledge of letters or

sheets or to write , most students
would choose to write. Wri ting

express ideas without the con

sounds ? Why should she write?

can also be individual ized eas ily.

spelling, and grammar c a n free

Writing is inherently exciting.

strai n t of perfect penmanship ,

The teacher can work with the stu

their imagination and enable them

dent at his or her own level . The

to be " natural and unique . "
Reading and writing have tra

beg i n n ing writer m ight need the

E mergent literacy, the begin
nings of the c hi l d's ability to read,
has been the subj ect of research
because it might hold an important
key in successful reading instruc

teacher to do the actual writing
w h ile the more advanced writer
can be i ntroduced to skills needed

ditionally been taught as two sepa

tio n . In order for young children to

rate areas of our school c urriculum .

learn to read, they need to under

Li ttle or no relationship was recog

stand the relationship between spo

to do his or her own writing.

n ized betwee n the two areas of lan

ken language and written language.

Cooperation can also be built by

guage arts . In primary grades read

They also need to learn the linear

hav ing the students be each o thers '

ing was given an unders tandably

direction of print. Writing has

h e l pers . The stude n ts can act as

important position, often taught to

been shown to accomplish both of

edi tors when they work in sm a l l

the exclusion of writing. Reading

these readiness tasks in an exciting

groups . T h e y c a n a l s o serve a s an

readiness became the central c ur

manner. Everything that happens

audience for the w r i ti n g s .
N at ura l l y , t h e chi ldren must b e

riculum in kindergarten w i th phon

during writing relates to reading

ics, sight vocabulary, and begin
ning re a d ing receiving m uch stres s

skills,which have tradi tionally been
taught in isolation. Writing foc us 

in the early grades . Wri ting was
put off to a ti me when students

es students ' attention on the same

could read, spel l, and punctuate .

them only to recognize. Writing is

o v e r l ook. When s t u d e nt s learn to

However, now, thanks t o such peo

also m uch m ore exciting and

a p pre c i at e eac h other the y build

ple as Donald Graves and Lucy

mean ingful to the young student.

e ac h other u p in an importan t way.

McCormick Calkins, one can walk

Rec e n t l y , w ri ti n g has rec e i v e d

down the hall and see proudly dis

pate in writing even if he or she

t a u g h t e d i ti n g skills as well a s con
fe re n c i n g ski l l s , b u t th e ab i l i t y to

w i th another stude n t is a
v a l u a b l e s k i l l that we s h o u l d not

work

material that reading exercises ask

A young student can partici

a few

m ore atten tion than in t h e past. In

played stories written by students

knows only a few letters and

the C hristian schools I am famil iar

who were once thought to be too

w i th , wri ti n g content is receiving

young to write.

letter sounds . Teachers must rec
ognize that writing develops in

the atte nt i on that correc t spelling,
punctuation, an d gram mar used to
22
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Teachers are encouraging their
young students to write, write, and
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stages. A writing program can

be

tailored to the stage of develop-

ment of the child. The stages of
writing ability as recognized by
several researchers are these:

1
2

The scribbling stag e

Marks are made in imita
tion of writing.
The letter-writing stag e

Letters are written at ran
dom with no knowledge of
sound/symbol relationship.

3

Beginning sound stage

The student recognizes the
beginning sounds of words
and writes the letter to represent
the whole word.

4

Beg inning and ending
sound stage-The stu

dent writes both beginning
and ending sounds to represent the
words.
Vowel stage-The stu
dent adds vowels , and his
spelling is very close to
conventional spelling.

5
6

Conventional spelling

The child spells, following
the rules of conventional
spelling.
A teacher should permit her
students to experiment with this
inventive spelling and allow them
to progress from individual levels
at different paces. The teacher can
also give a gentle nudge when she
feels that the child is ready for the
next stage. Spelling assistance dur
ing writing time should be held to a
minimum. Not only does worrying
about correct spelling stifle creativ
ity and flow of thought, it also robs
the student of the active, creative
play involved in inventive spelling.
Using inventive spelling requires a
higher level of consciousness about
language, symbols, and sounds

than does recognition of sight
words or spelling by rote.
Language experience stories
are a good way to start. S tcrt with
group experience stories , but shift
to giving one student the opportu
nity to "write" each day while the
rest of the class listens. This rein
forces the directional nature of
print, sight words, and the spoken
language-written language connec
tion. It also raises the esteem of
the "author. " S tart with volunteers,
but encourage all to participate.
Dictation is another valuable
way to begin with young writers.
Have the student draw a picture on
the top of the page, then write
down his or her story, as told,
under the picture. Read the story
to the child and then have him or
her read it. If the child is capable,
have him or her copy over the
words with marker. Older students
can be helpful to the teacher by
acting as scribes during the dicta
tion process. This can also build
good relationships between stu
dents of various ages as well as
teach the older students an appreci
ation for helping others.
Journal writing is valuable for
all ages . The student can draw,
make letters, or write daily. The
journal can be used as a source of
ideas for other writings. The ideas
in the journal can be shared with
others or be kept private.
Giving young authors an audi
ence for their writing is important.
It gives them a reason for writing.
They need to see that their work is
important. "Publish" their stories
in books to be shared, display their
work, or have them write to pen
pals . These techniques are moti-
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vating because the student sees the
need for writing.
Even though content has been
stressed in this approach, skills are
not neglected. Writing skills are
introduced when the student is
ready for them and needs the skill.
Using the students' actual writing is
an excellent way of introducing
skills . The students can learn capi
talization, punctuation, and
spelling through samples of other
students' work or from their own.
They will see the need to correct
mistakes when they feel the need to
communicate. When they realize
that others can't read what they
have written , they will learn how to
correct their mistakes.
Sharing good literature is
another way to build quality writ
ing. Have the students read each
day from trade books and read each
day to the students. Surround them
with good literature. Choose books
that appeal to the age group of the
students, but also choose books
that widen their horizons and teach
them about the joy of living as a
Christian. The Little House books
and the Narnia Chronicles are
excellent examples of books wor
thy of our time and attention. The
most valuable and enjoyable time
in the school day can be a time of
combining these activities. The
teacher can start this time by read
ing for ten minutes to the students,
followed by ten minutes in which
the students read from books of
their choice, and ending up with a
ten-minute period of the students
writing in their journals.
Teaching students to write can
be both pleasurable and worth
while. It is economical of teacher
time because reading skills and
writing skills can be taught togeth
er. It also gives us an opportunity
to integrate the various subjects in
the curriculum . The students can
see for themselves the goal for an
assignment, take real pleasure in
exploring with words, and hopeful
ly develop real enjoyment for
God's gift of language to us .
CEJ
Pam Adams currentl y teaches
in the education department at
Dordt College in Sioux Center,
Iowa, after nine years of teaching
third and fourth grades at Sioux
Center Christian School .
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hildren need something cre
ative and concrete to stir
their interest and motivate
them to read as well as to use the
knowledge they acquire while
reading. Creativity sparks a child's
excitement and prevents boredom.
Book Pursuit is a game to
encourage and motivate children to
read. Books should be chosen
from several different categories
such as these: adventure, science
fiction, mystery, fantasy, comedy,
and romance.
The game may cover many
books , and having several books in
each category gives the game ver
satility. Some examples of good
quality literature that you might
use are C . S . Lewis' The Lion, the
Witch , and the Wardrobe; Cynthia
Voight's Dicey's Song; S .E.
Hinton's The Outsiders; and
Katherine Paterson's Jacob Have I
Loved.

C

M aterials Needed to M ake the
Game

Poster board, markers or crayons ,
different colored construction
paper, two dice, objects for players
to move.
To construct the game board,
draw seven rooms (or as many as
you need for your category list) on
the poster board, each one assigned
to a different category. Create a
traveling route for the players
made up of several square spaces,
some with special directions on
them . The route should allow
players to reach the various rooms
without too much delay, but the
various hazards or opportunities
marked on certain squares will
hold attention by their unpre
dictability. Examples: "Move
back one" or "Go to fantasy room"
or "Fantasy question. " Make sure
each room has a blank space next
to it, which is used as a door. You
might want to write enter on this
space. Also mark starter spaces
around the board, numbering or
drawing a design on each to distin
guish them.
Prepare a variety of questions
pertaining to each category and
write or type them on cards cut
from construction paper of two dif
ferent colors . Answers to the ques
tions should be written on the back
24
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B o o k P u rs u i t

BY HE LEN HEYBOER

sides of the cards. You may want
to leave some question cards blank,
too. Also make sets of cards, all of
a third color, that have only the
rooms' names on them. The num
ber of players will determine how
many room-name cards of each
category you must make. Place a
star or any large design you choose
in the center. On that spot place a
card with a final question, which
must be answered to win the game.
In each room place the three stacks
of different colored cards, two of
which contain questions pertaining
to that room's category, and the
other labeled with the room name.

from the blue card. This is the
final question. If the answer is cor
rect, the player collects the green
card with the name of the room on
it. If the answer is not correct, the
player stays in the room and con
tinues where he left off until his
next tum.
When the player is finished
another player rolls the dice and
the player on his left asks him or
her a question, etc.
Each player's goal is to collect
the entire set of green cards, one
from each room. This accom
plished, the player goes to the cen
ter and must answer the final ques
tion to win.

Directions
Rules

The game may be played by as
many as seven people. Each player
starts on a starter space. If the
spaces are numbered, the person
who has his or her man on number
one rolls the dice first. The player
then moves the number rolled. The
player may move in any direction .
When stopping on a space, the
player must do what the space
instructs , for example, "Move
back" or "Move right one" or "Go
to fantasy room ." The player may
enter a room if he or she rolls the
number of spaces needed to enter.
When you start the game you
will see three stacks of cards, per
haps yellow, blue, and green . The
player on your left must ask you
the question on the yellow card or
make up a question if the card is
blank. If the question is correctly
answered, the player on the left
asks another question, this time
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1

Each player must answer
the question on his or her
own with no help from
other players.
The player may not enter
the room without rolling the
number needed to enter,
unless the space directs the player
to go there.
Players may not leave the
room without answering
both the yellow and blue
card questions and collecting the
green card.
The player may keep going
until he or she answers a
question incorrectly or
lands on a space that requires stay
CEJ
ing on that space.

2

3

4

He len Heyboer from
Hudsonville , Michigan , is an edu
cation major a t Dordt Co llege.

Censorship

S� ndy Westra , media specialist for
mne years at Denver Christian
School in Colorado , responds to
the following question :
Should Christian
schools avoid censorship
issues by not allowing
books with explicit sexual
scenes or vulgar language
in their libraries ?

lthough there are valid rea
sons behind the act of cen
sorship in a Christian
school library, I am more con
cerned with those parents and con
stituents who would remove all
books that contain controversial
ele i_Ti ents, pa:ticularly sex and pro
famty. It IS uonic to me that some
of these same people exert little, if
any, control over the movies and
television programs brought into
�heir � om�s, and yet become upset
If the1r child comes home with a
book :rom the school library that
con ra:ns. bad language or a graphic
descnptwn of sex. Is literature's
power to corrupt and mislead
greater than other forms of art?
Since our 7th graders select
books from the same shelves as our
12th graders, I do try very hard to
differen �iate betw�en the appropri
ate and mappropnate materials for
them, but differences of opinion
will always exist about the nature
of quality literature and what is
?bjectionable. That's why it is so
Important for schools to have a
selection policy that establishes a
set of principles articulating a
.
rationale
for the materials chosen
for the school library. Our policy
states that books that go out of
their way to be profane and books
that exploit violence and sex will
not be selected, but "honest" books
that will not only entertain stu
dents, but also stimulate their criti
cal and creative thinking will be on
the shelves. Were it not for com
monly taught and commonly chal
lenged books like Of Mice and
Men, The Diary of Anne Frank,
and To Kill a Mockingbird, many
of today's young people would
have little opportunity to learn
about--or discuss-the concepts

A

and consequences of such realities
as injustice, inequality, intolerance,
and inhumanity. Books read and
discussed-in Christian homes and
schools-help to make these goals
reachable.
It's relatively easy for me to
justify having a book of obvious
literary merit in our library, but
some of the other books that are on
the shelves and do also contain
some objectionable material are
not "classics." The characters in
these books at times drink, swear,
or � ave sexual relationships, yet
rationale for the selection of these
"young adult" books exists. Many
students are reluctant readers and
a:e no � motivated to read or appre
Ciate literature for its aesthetic
value. Thousands of young adult
�itles are available that are likely to
mterest these students. This kind
of literature allows readers to see
themselves in a book, to read the
book with ease and interest and to
gain new information that r�lates
the new to the familiar world of
young adulthood.
Often, these young adult
boo� .are criticized for being too
realistic, but we can't isolate our
students from evil conditions. The
Christian home and school are
ideal places, in a controlled situa
tion, to confront war, violence,
hatred, bigotry, lust, and greed
without being destroyed by them.
We can help our students become
intelligent Christian adults who are
able to better face ethical deci
sions, partly because of the litera
ture they have read. This can't
happen if they aren't reading at all.
Fine literature that is serious in
purpose and intellectually and
� orally provocative certainly does
�nvolve the reader emotionally and
mtellectually. Reading is not
always a harmless pursuit, but in
and of itself it cannot cause stu
dents to become thieves, atheists,
?r pregnant. In my opinion, read
mg may help us to expand our
horizons, deepen our insights, and
focus our ideas, but it doesn't
cause us to do anything.
I would encourage parents to
share the responsibility of deciding
what their child reads, but they do
not have the right to control the
reading materials of others.
Students using the school library
can choose to read or not read cer-

tain materials. As Henry J. Baron ,
consultant for CSI, states in his
� m:riculum resource paper No. 8,
Dirty Books in Christian
Schools," "The fact that a book
may be disturbing, that it may
probe perplexing human problems
and raise hard questions, ought not
to constitute reason enough for
denying young people access to it;
we ought rather to exert ourselves
toward providing more guidance in
the reading of such a book." C EJ

Yo u a r e e n co u ra g e d
to send q u est i o n s o n
a n y to p i c r e l ated t o t h e
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F ra n E n g e l
Sta rts a N ew C h a pte r
''
M
BY B A R B P O E L

y life i s like a book

F r a n teac h e s vow e l s o u n d s to h e r c l a s s .

with a front and back

cover and many dif

S he had taught there one semester

now, I'm beginning a new chapter. "
" Retirement" could possibly

when she got a call from
Celeryville, Ohio, asking her to

be the title of the next chapter in

come right away to take a fifth

Fran Engel's book, but i f we make

eighth grade teaching principal

a struc tural analysis of the word

position . The next thing she knew,

retire i t would hardly be appropri 
ate . The prefix re- meaning " to do

there she was !

again , " added to the word tire ,

type and, after two and a half years

leaving " to tire again , " j us t does

in Ohio, she decided it was time to
try something new. S he s tarted

again; she's never seemed tired at

skimming the " Teachers Wanted"
pages and spied an opening in
southern California that looked as

all � Not even after having taught

if it were worth a try. S he moved

for 34 years .

halfway across the country to take

Fran always wanted to be a
teac her. After being raised m ainly

on a class of second graders, decid

i n Edgerton, Minnesota, where her
father was a mini ster, Fran (then
Eh lers) went to Calvin College to
work on her teac h ing degree. Two

because she did not want the
responsibil ity of teaching kids how
to read.
Fran taught i n B ellflower for

years into the program the demand

three years , and during that time
her room mate introduced her to a

for teachers was so great that she

ing never to teach first grade

took on a third and fourth grade

young Dutch man named Jake

combination of forty students and

Engel who was working on a dairy

got a year of experience as well as

in that area. It was not long before

a real education �

Miss E h lers became Mrs. Engel .
In those days, once women got

After fi nishing her last two
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Fran is the adventuresome

not fit Fran.
This small, energetic white
haired wom an can not be tired
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Oakdale Christian i n Michigan .

ferent chapters in betwee n , and

years at C al v i n , Fran accepted an

married and s tarted having chil

offer to teac h sec ond grade at

dren , the ir careers outside the
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Randy during the day while Fran
was at school. They all pitched in ,
and as a busy young family they
were able to manage. One year
back into teaching turned into 27
years of teaching first graders to

home were abandoned to take on
the role of being a mother. After
Jake and Fran's first daughter,
Charlene, was born, Fran was
ready to throw out her teaching,
but her w ise husband said, "Just
hang on to it. You never know
when it might come in handy. "
The Engels m oved from
B ellflower to Hanford. Here their
family grew to include another
daughter, Twyla, and a son , Randy.
Fran was enjoying motherhood at
home with three small children, not
thinking about going back into
teaching.
Then one fall , the year
Charlene was going into first
grade, the Hanford Christian
School was in need of a first grade
teacher. They approached Fran,
asking her to step into the class
room for just one year. Without
her they faced the possibility of
sending their first graders to other
schools. Keeping in mind her own
daughter (as well as the other chil
dren) and her commitment to
Christian education , Fran con
sented.
Jake's work schedule allowed
him to take care of Twyla and

read.
Twenty-three of those 27 years
were spent at Ripon Christian.
Jake and Fran chose to move to
Ripon because their children would
be able to attend a Christian high
school and because there was a
teaching position open. Jake was
able to get a job with an almond
farmer, and the following year he
started driving the bus for the
school . Fran again taught first
grade and it soon became her
favorite. In time, she finished the
graduate work she had pursued at
the University of Michigan and
Fresno S tate, earning her masters
degree from University of the
Pacific in S tockton, California.
Charlene and Twyla must have
been impressed by the enthusiasm
and joy that their mom got from
teaching. They both went to
Calvin College and got into teach
ing and now share their mother's
interest in reading. Charlene is
teaching in Washington, and Twyla
has recently taught in Australia for
a year. Although Randy was not
interested in teaching, he was sur
rounded by teachers and attracted
to one. Last summer he married
Janet Dykhouse, the physic al edu
cation instructor at Ripon
Christian, so there is still a Mrs .
Engel there !
When teaching has been a way
of life for so many years, one
might wonder what to do upon
stepping out of it. Fran has several
plans in mind. There are all those
books that she has been waiting to
read, a garden to tend to, handwork
that just does not get picked up
when there are papers to correct
and bulletin boards to make, places
that need volunteers , and vacations
to take.
Traveling has always been a
favorite activity for the Engel fami

things she loved to do: holding
children spellbound while telling
stories, stimulating their creative
juices , hearing a child read through
his or her first reading book,
watching the receptiveness of a
foster child to God's word, wonder
ing if the seed had been planted,
teaching a favorite Dutch song
("Eere Zij God") to her 23 classes
of Ripon first graders, dealing with
little people who were always
bringing something new and excit
ing into her life.
What makes a good teacher?
"Patience and love for children and
a genuine love for Christ, " says
Fran. Each of these characteristics
has been visibly displayed by Fran
in her home, school , and church
life. She admits that a good teach
er must establish priorities and
realize the limitations of time.
Those limitations include a time
for teaching and a time to stop
teaching.
And so, the new chapter
begins.
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Barb Poel is on leave o f
absence from Ripon Christian
School in Ripon , California, for a
year o f volunteer work at Faith
Christian Re formed Church in
Nashville, Tennessee.

ly. They have traveled to the east
em United S tates , Alaska, Hawaii,
Holland, Hong Kong, and China.
Last fall Fran and Jake spent a
month in Australia with Twyla.
As Fran thinks back over her
years in the teaching profession she
remembers
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Fran bandages

a student's
hand.

years of doing
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recently observed a teacher
implementing a technique
in biblical studies that was
effectively used to enable the stu
dents to explore the life and times

I

of the Israelites as they traveled
from Egypt to the promised land.
The activity "Ongoing Drama"
required the students to develop a
character of one of the members of
the Israelite community, which
they would take on for the duration
of the study. The steps for plan
ning an ongoing drama activity and
the format used for character devel
opment follow :

Ong oing drama
This type of drama is based on a
subj ec t and continues from session
to session.
Steps in P l a n n i n g an O n g o i n g
D r a m a f o r a B i b l ic a l
I m p ro v i sa t i o n

1.

Choose a subj ec t o r biblical
story that involves a group of peo

O n g o i n g D ra m a
L i n ks B i b l e
Sto ri es wi t h
Stu d e n ts ' L i ves

BY A GNES STR U I K

Joshua

Name :

I am the eldest of five kids. I have a younger
sister who is lame and my mother is quite busy with her. My father is
not too pleased with Moses' leadership. I agree with him . Egypt wasn't
great, but this is the pits. My mom gets really upset when we talk this
way.
Fa m i ly Backg ro u n d :

Ag e :

15

(three adjec tives)
Arro gant, rebellious , loving toward my little sister.
Ot h e r I m p o rta nt I n format i o n :
I think my father is part of a group to
subvert Moses' leadership. S ometimes , like Mom , I get mad at my dad
too. There's seven of us and we hardly have any food to eat and yet my
dad spends all his time talking to Reuben and Joseph.
I m p o rt a n t G o a l :
I want to keep our family together.
C h a racter Q u a l it ie s :

Focus on the subj ec t and cre
ate an opening incident.
3. Create or select roles for the

Relatio n s h ip to G od a n d S i g n ificant Ot h e r s :
I love both my mom
and dad, but they're so different. Mom thinks Moses is a wonderful
leader with a really tough job. Dad thinks he throws his weight around
too much.

students to play. The leader usual
ly takes control .

I'm not as close to God as I used to be. When we left Egypt and went
through the Red Sea I felt really close to God, but now I don't know.

4. Plan questions to motivate or
challenge the group in the drama.
5. Clarify and focus the problem

We've been in !Jlis desert for days and days and days.
.

ple.

2.

in the drama.
6. Promote further thinking on
the subject by promoting and
encouraging further research and
study of the topic .
7. Develop tangible rituals that
are appropriate to the drama.

8.

Establish concrete materials to
use that will help the group get

involved in the drama (i.e. , props ,
costume pieces, maps, u s e o f
blackboard.)
9. Introduce intensification of
drama when the group needs fur
ther challenges.
10. S top drama at certain points to
refoc us and deepen concentration.
11. On the last day of drama or
during drama, have students
debrief by exploring it in another
art form , e.g. mural, book, j ournal,

film , slide show.
A junior high student filled in her
Character Development Form for
Ongoing Drama as follows:
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At one time the students had
read and studied the event of the
near starvation in the de sert prior
to reaching the waters of Mara.
The whole clas s took on their roles
of rebellion , loyalty, and faithful
ness and re-enac ted the event.
Some characters were old, some
young, some wise, and some fool
ish.
At another time, the students
had spent a number of classes
studying the laws as presented in
Numbers, Levitic us, and
Deuteronomy. The teacher then
presented a situation for which
they improvised on the spot using
the information they had gained in
their research .
EXAM P L E

A woman has accused her
neighbor of stealing her goat. The
argument has gone on for a num 
ber of days. Tempers are short.
Food is scarce . The children of
eaeh fam ily are bickering as well.
How can this problem be
resolved?
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Two students offered to play
the role of the women . The acc us 
er had the character of a middle
aged woman . The other woman
had the character of a seventy
year-old woman . The student drew
on their research of the role of
men , women , the elders of the
tribe, and the laws in order to re
enact the situation. B ecause the
students knew they would need
this material in dramatizing these
issues for the rest of the class, they
took a greater interest in learning
the material .
S tories about the Israelites
were no longer a series of unrelat
ed events, but stories of a rebel
lious people and God's faithful
ness . S tudents began to sense,
experience, and tell their own sto
ries of God working or not working in their lives.

C EJ

Agnes Struik, educational
consultant, is currently doing
graduate work at York University
in Toronto.

' 'The
B lack Cat''
BY H . K . ZOE KL I C HT

I

t was ten before ten on a
gray Tuesday in March.
Jenny S nip, veteran secre
tary at Omni Christian High
S chool , and S u san Katje, librarian
old enough to resent having the
library called " the learning center,"
had skipped chapel to come early
to the faculty room for a more
leisurely morning break.
"It's sure a good feeling to beat
the crowd this way, " declared S nip
as she surveyed the array of m orn
ing pastries on the tray next to the
coffee urn. "I think I'll go Danish
this morning. "
" Yeah , it sure is," responded
Katje. " It's a good feeling to get
the j ump on John in getting the
pick of the pastry," she said, refer
ring, of course, to John Vroom,
gourmet B ible teacher. "We should
hide the rest of the jelly doughnuts
this morning. That'll get a rise out
of him . "
S nip smiled. " I like these light
Danish from Jaarsma's. They are
so flaky, " she said. Then she
added, "Their banket is the best,
don't you think?"
"Oh yes," confirmed Katje,
" that's because they use so much
almond paste. I do think, though,
that Vander Ploeg's raisin bread is
hard to beat, and their S anta Claus
cookies. "
Now the chapel crowd began
pouring into the faculty room . Ren
Abbott, basketball coach and
English teacher, spotted the guilty
truants and trumpeted in his big
voice, "Oh, hi Jenny and S usan.
Dr. Carpenter was asking why you
weren't in chapel. "
"Well," snapped S nip, " tell her

we needed food for our bodies
more than our souls this morning. "
The irritated secretary walked over
toward the w indow on the south
side of the room and gazed into the
cold spring rain.
Matt De Wit sidled toward her
and joined her in looking out of the
window. They stood in silence for
several minutes.
"A penny for your thoughts,
Matt," said S nip softly.
" I'll take that penny," smiled
the science teacher. "I was won
dering if S teve is in some kind of
trouble. I hear that his name came
up at the board meeting Tuesday
night. D'ja hear anything about
that? "
Jenny Snip looked warily

around and moved a bit closer to
De Wit before saying, sotto voce,
" It's his drinking, Matt. "
" His drinking? " said the star
tled science teacher too loudly.
"What are you talking about? "
"Now Matt," said the secretary
defensively, " you know as well as I
do that every other Friday on pay
day S teve goes to the bank, cashes
his check, and then stops in The
B lack Cat a while before he goes
home."
"No, I didn't know that. B ut
so what if he does? Why is he in
trouble?"
"Well ," confided Snip, " it
seem s that Mrs . Reiffer saw him
coming out of there last Friday, and
she complained to a board member,
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I think it was Van Oyen , and he
brought it up at the board meeting
last night. "
Others in the room , no doubt
noticing the clandestine postures of
Snip and De Wit, had been drawing
within earshot, but De Wit chose to
continue the conversation anyway.
"That all seems highly irregular to
me," he announced. "What hap
pened?"
"Well ," said Snip, turning up
the volume a decibel or two , " the
board discussed it briefly, but they
didn't take any action . "
"Well , I hope not," declared
De Wit.
" B ut they did ask Carpenter, as
principal, you know, to sort of
'have a word with him' about it.
That's all they did . "
" And did she?"
"Oh s ure," came from S nip.
"This morning before school. I
saw them talking in her office. The
door was open you know. She was
telling him that she regretted the
hearsay nature of the report and the
gossip and all. " The secretary
blushed as she continued. "Dr.
Carpenter also told him that he had
a right to have a whiskey sour if he
wanted to , even in The Black Cat,
but that she hoped he would use
discretion . " Snip put emphasis on
the word discretion.
"Now what in the Sam Hill
does 'discretion' mean ? " inquired
De Wit. "Either you go in a public
place on payday to have a whiskey
sour or you don't. Is he supposed
to put a bag over his head or some
thing so that gossipy Reiffer can't
see h i m ? " he crumpled his empty
styrofoam cup. " I don't much like
that business. "
Now John Vroom , who had
overheard the last part of the con
versation while earnestly chewing
a Jaarsm a's vetbal, fixed a baleful
glance on the science teacher and
pronounced, "The B ible says,
'Wine is a mocker, strong drink a
brawler, and whoever is led astray
by it is not wise.'" He resumed his
chewing.
" B ut John , " protested a grin
ning Rick Cole, " the B ible also
says, 'Give strong drink to him who
is perishing and wine to those in
bi tter distress.' How else can you
describe a teacher on a late Friday
afternoon? I think S teve was in
bi tter distress , close to perishing,
30
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and he needed something to 'glad
den his heart.' Now what's wrong
with that? "
Vroom remained in deep
thought, each fleeting idea mea
sured by the rhythmic chewing
motion of his lower j aw. When his
thought needed replenishing, John
took another bite.
Now Ren "Rabbit" Abbot,
head coach of Omni's formidable
basketball team, ventured an opin
ion: " Sometimes I wish a big wet
vac would just suck up all the beer
and wine and whiskey in the world
and drain them into the Atlantic . I
don't care what you say about mod
eration and all that; the world
would be a lot better off without all
those drinks . And the fish would
be happy too. " He smiled at his
own j oke and added, " I don't care
what the B ible says about that
either. It isn't plain on anything
anymore anyway, just like on
women in the churches. You prac
tically have to stand on your head
to make what Paul says somewhere
in Colossians about women keep
ing silent in the churches square
with having women preachers, but
that's what it's coming to. "
Vroom said, "That's II
Corinthians 12, Ren . ''
Katje said, "That's I Corin
thians 14, John. Verse 34 .''
At this potentially explosive
moment the group noticed that
S teve Vander Prikkel himself had
entered the room, and they were
suddenly aware that he had been
within earshot for the past several
minutes. Ren Abbott cleared his
throat unnecessarily and explained,
"I didn't mean anything personal
about you, S teve, when I took the
teetotaling line. That's just how I
feel. "
"Well , I agree with you on
that, Ren," said Lucy Den Denker
softly. "Don't ever apologize for
that. B ob might still be alive if that
driver hadn't been beered up. B ut,"
she added thoughtfully, "asking
people not to drink is never going
to work. Even MADD folk under
stand that. But I do think it might
be a good thing if we teachers in
Christian schools would m odel to
our students that abstinence is a
good way-no great sacrifice. "
There was a moment of silence
before Jenny S nip said, with a side
ways glance at the silent Vander
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Prikkel, " I hear that at the board
meeting they did briefly discuss
whether it would be okay to inquire
from applicants for teaching posi
tions at Omni what was their atti
tude and practice on drinking. "
A t this Rick Cole exploded.
" The fundamentalists are among
u s ! " he announced. "I knew that
the day we started having non
Reformed people on the board that
we would run into things like this.
I j ust. . . .''
" C'mon now, Rick , " laughed
Abbott. "You don't have to be a
fundamentalist to see that, general
ly speaking, drinking does a lot of
people a lot of harm and hurt." He
looked meaningfully at Lucy Den
Denker.
John Vroom nodded approv
ingly and intoned, "Look what
Noah did when he was drunk. "
Cole half smiled and inquired,
"Jenny, did the board do anything
else? "
"Well," said Snip, " someone
said that at our faculty parties there
are quite a few bottles out, if you
know what I mean.''
"Is that all they said? " asked
Cole?
"Well, w hat else could they
say," said Katje. "Louie B orduin is
the secretary of the board, and he
owns the Hi-View Market, and
they sell more beer, wine, and
whiskey than any place in town . "
" I think he must own a piece
of The B lack Cat too , " grinned
S teve Vander Prikkel. "And since I
somehow started all of this, I'd bet
ter say something. You know
Carpenter did talk with me this
morning and we had a good talk. I
agree with her that we have to dis
tinguish between our personal
rights and our obligations to this
Christian school community. I
think I have the right to have my
whiskey sour in The B lack Cat, but
I don't mind giving that up. I'll just
mix one up when I get home. It's
no big deal. " He shrugged his
shoulders and added, " I can't imag
ine that when I go into The Black
Cat, I'm doing these kids any harm,
but if other people whom I respect
think I am, it' s okay with me to
give it up. " Then he added, with a
twinkle, " B ut it won't be half as
CEJ
much fun at home .''

0

A
Fab le

BY DAVI D S C HEL HAAS

nee upon a time, which
was always, there was
God. And there was a
world which God made which was
not always because God made it.
And the world was gray. The
water was gray and the grass was
gray and the sky was gray and the
trees and animals were gray. There
were two people, a man and
woman, and they were also gray.
They were neither happy nor sad,
good or bad.
And God looked at all that he
had made and it did not please him.
For the birds in this world sang,
but only one note. And they all
sang the same note. They couldn't
fly very well either-not much bet
ter than chickens. Frogs in this
world could hop but just barely;
cheetahs ran as if they had over
shoes on; sailfish had all they
could do to get their tails out of the
water.
There were no real flowers in
this world, just some weed-like
growth of stalk and head. The
food plants in this world-vegeta
bles, fruits, grains-all tasted about
the same. They had a kind of
bland innocuous taste that was nei
ther sweet nor sour, delightful or
repulsive. The apples tasted like
the beans. The beans tasted like
the pineapples . The pineapples
tasted like the com, and the com
tasted like the apples. And they
were all gray.
God looked at all this again
and he said, "It's not good. "
And he looked a t the man and
the woman as they sat by their fire.
And he looked at the fire which
smoldered but did not flame. He
heard the man and woman talk.
"More food? " she asked.
"Yes," he said.
"Did you plow today? " she
asked.
"Yes ," he said. "And you have
sewn skins for garments, I see.
They will do."
"They will keep us warm in
the cold time," she said.
"We will have food in the cold
time also," he said.
It was the longest conversation
they had ever had, for there were
no stories in their minds and no
songs on their tongues.
And God felt sad for them and
went down to them and sat by their
fire that did not flame. And God

said, " Shall I make beauty?"
And the man said, "What is
beauty?"
And God said, "There will be
color-green and blue and red and
gold. Green grass and blue skies
and a sun that is red and pink and
gold. And there will be flowers,
oh, flowers of all different shapes
and smells and colors-purple and
magenta and violet and fusia and
blues of twenty different hues.
And the birds, each with its own
coloring, will swoop through the
air each singing its own particular
song. The wind will sing as it
blows through the trees. The chee
tah will run like the wind. And
you will tell stories and chant
poems and lift up songs of praise
and dance like the branches of the
trees in the wind.
And the man said, "We have
the skins for warmth in the cold
time and we have the food. It is
enough. Of what good is beauty?"
And the woman grunted her
agreement.
Then God smiled at them
sadly and tenderly. He stood up
and touched his finger to the smol
dering gray fire, and a tongue of
flame leaped forth. It was orange
and blue and gold, and it danced on
top of the sticks and cracked.
And the man and woman
jumped up. They clapped their
hands and danced like the flame.
They danced and danced. When
finally they were tired, the woman
looked at God and said, "Let us
have beauty. "
And the man said, " Amen. "
Then the man smiled, his
white teeth flashing in the sunlight.
The woman smiled and her blue
eyes sparkled. And they praised
God singing an " Alleluia. " And
the frog leaped, the cheetah raced
across the green grass, and the sail
fish soared. The mockingbird sang
hosannas. And a rainbow dazzled
the blue heavens as God said, "The
world will not be gray again, ever."
(Moral: Next time don't ask your
English teacher, "What good's it
gonna do us to read this poetry?")
C EJ

David Schelhaas is currently
on leave from Western Michigan
Christian High School in
Muskegon , Michigan, to teach in
the English Department at Dordt
College in Sioux Center, Iowa.
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The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, Delaware County Christian School

M o re
Pa i n R e l i ef
fo r
P l ay D i recto rs

The sec
ond i n a
two-part
a rti c l e o n
play d i rec
t i o n in the
Ch ristian
school

BY LI N DA MIL BOUR NE A N D G I NA BARRET SC HLESINGE R

I

n the last issue of CEJ you
received the first dose of
our prescription for produc
ing a successful play. You learned
how to set practical goals , choose a
play, and take care of business
items. You still need one more
dose, however, to cure Director
Distress. This is a pleasant pre
scription, for it has to do with the
most creative part in forming the
play: directing.
First make your director's
book. Your book will contain
notes on blocking (the actors'
movement around the stage) , busi
ness (small movements such as
drinking from a glass) , lighting,
sound, exits, entrances, and set
changes. The book can be made in
one of two ways, both of which
require the use of sturdy white
paper a couple of inches larger than
your script. One way is to cut a
32
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window a bit smaller than a page
of your script in the white paper.
Separate the pages of your script
and glue each page on the white
paper, so that both sides of the
script page can be seen through the
window. A simpler but more
expensive way to make your direc
tor's book is to forgo cutting win
dows in the white paper, and sim
ply take apart two scripts to paste
onto the paper. Then draw a rough
overhead diagram of your set in the
margin of each page of your book.
Now read through the play
carefully, visualizing the action.
You may come up with marvelous
ideas that the script's stage direc
tions never mention. Only after
you have exhausted your own cre
ative possibilities , or if you haven't
the time to do this creative imagin
ing, should you fall back on the
script's stage directions.
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Plan out your actors' blocking,
keeping in mind the type of play
you are doing. For instance, if you
are directing a farce such as
Chekhov's The Anniversary, you'll
want plenteous, swift movement
with lots of broad physical come
dy.
Remember that the way char
acters stand and move about the
stage is an important way of com
municating the play. For example,
to emphasize one character's power
or dominance over another one,
you may have the dominant char
acter stand often while the reces
sive one sits. (Remember the
S iamese law in The King and I that
required the subjects to be lower
than the king at all times?)
Have the characters inhabit the
whole stage rather than playing
every scene in one or two spots.
Avoid instructions that would have
actors stand behind large pieces of
furniture. Whenever possible,
have actors move on their own
lines and stand still on others' lines,
as movement attracts attention. In
one production at a Christian col
lege, a minor character flagrantly
upstaged (drew attention to himself
and away from the characters it
was supposed to be on) by engag
ing in comical movement.
Although the audience enjoyed his
antics, the impact of the play as a
whole was diminished.
If you have crowds on stage,
avoid the chorus line effect by hav
ing them grouped in small triangles
of three or four people each.
Remember also that a diagonal
movement across, the stage is more
interesting than a simple right to
left.
Sketch the actors' general
movements on the rough overhead
diagram of your set that you drew
on each page of your director's
book. In addition, write blocking
notes in the margins. It is helpful
to write these notes in shorthand
form. In the box on page 33 are
basic symbols you can use. So, for
instance, if you want Romeo to
stand up, cross to the left, and then
sit down , just write "R ixLJ.. " .
(And remember, always write/draw
in pencil, as you will make many
changes.)
Teach your older students this
shorthand system, so they can
swiftly write your instructions in

their scripts . To teach your actors
stage geography, have them stand
on the stage looking out at the
audience. Tell them to raise their
right hand. That direction is "stage
right. " "Stage left" is their left.
Remember, it's the opposite for you
sitting in the audience. If you want
actors to move toward your right,
tell them to move "stage left."
Also have them think of the stage
as a staircase which descends
towards the audience. If they are
at the back of the stage, they are
upstage. If they are at the edge of
the stage, they are downstage. So
if Romeo is standing in the " stage
right" comer at the back of the
stage, and you want him to move
to the opposite corner, write in
shorthand, "RXDL."
You may either be very specif
ic in pre-planning blocking, or
leave most of it up to the students
when they rehearse. Most inexpe
rienced actors gain a sense of con
fidence if the director can give
them at least a minimal sense of
when and where to move. No mat
ter what kind of planning you do,
however, remain flexible and be
open to your students' input. On
the other hand, if you have an idea
that makes them uncomfortable,
insist that they try it anyway,
reminding them to trust you to
shelve it if it doesn't work. With
this give-and-take attitude, you can
foment an exciting creative joint
effort between the pupils and your
self.
When the actors are not on
stage, have them quiz each other
on their lines, work on scenes, or
even help paint sets . Rehearsal
time is precious-make sure they
don't waste it.
Remind them of the basic
stage rules: to not turn their backs
to the audience, to cross in front
rather than in back of people when
they are saying a line, to pick up
objects with their upstage hand.
These rules, which basically insure
that the actors are as visible and
audible to the audience as possible,
can be broken for a purpose, or for
a situation in which they are
impossible to keep. Tell your stu
dents, however, that there is one
rule that is written in stone: they
must never break character. That
is, they should continue pretending
to be the character they are acting

out, even if they are seized with a
fit of giggles, even if the stage
scenery falls down, even if another
actor forgets his or her lines.
Realistically, of course, young chil
dren are likely to break character
during performance because of
nerves. Accept this with good
grace during performances , but
don't let them get away with it dur
ing rehearsals.
Although you'll print due dates
on their rehearsal schedule, fre
quently remind the actors of dead
lines for line memorization. On
the appointed day, have your assis
tant director prompt (and there will
be lots of prompting, since most of
the lines will have been crammed
the night before and between class
es that day) . Stand firm and don't
let them retrieve their scripts, even
if it means they have to repeat their
every line after the prompter. They
need to be faced with the reality
that they will have to really know
these lines come performance time.
In the next rehearsals they will do
better.
A few rehearsals later, hit
older students with another chal
lenge: no more prompting at
rehearsals . Elementary, and per
haps young middle schoolers, can
be prompted during rehearsals and
performances, but by the time the
students pass that age, they need to
learn how to think on their feet.
This will not only spur them on
toward getting a true grasp of their
lines, but it will also help them
learn to stay in character and to ad
lib (make up lines the character
might logically say). Warn the
older ones from the beginning that
there will be no prompter during
performances. If someone on stage
forgets a line or if some technical
emergency occurs, the actors will
have to stay in character, think on
their feet, and help each other out
of this predicament. By following
this procedure during rehearsals,
things will go more smoothly dur
ing performances if some glitch
does come up.
Show tim e

Come show time, back off.
Although you will probably be
exhausted and anxious, communi
cate a sense of calm to your stu
dents. Give them a pep talk,

remind them of a few basic things
they need to remember, assure
them that the Lord is in control,
and pray with them . Then, in the
case of older students, disappear.
Leave your assistant director or
stage manager in charge (you will
have prepared this person for this
and informed him or her where you
will be). Sit in the back row of the
audience, where you can monitor
audibility. If you have a hard time
hearing the actors, you can go
backstage between acts and urge
them to speak louder.
Sitting in back has another
advantage: it keeps the audience
from seeing you squirm when mis
takes occur. No matter how hard
you prepare, there is rarely a flaw
less performance. Accept errors,
be thankful for them, and realize
that, most of the time, the audience
doesn't suspect that anything is
amiss.
D ramatic Recovery

Do you still feel sick with fear
when you think about directing
your school's play? By consider
ing the suggestions from this two
part series, you have already made
progress toward a healthy directing
experience. Already you are men
tally setting goals. You are getting
down to business. Possibly you
have thought of the perfect col
league to act as assistant director.
Names of enthusiastic , responsible
students who will be just-right
leads may already be popping into
your brain. You might even be
imagining new ways to use your
tiny stage.
You are feeling better. Great!
We wish you and your play the
best of health, or, as they say in the
C EJ
theater, "Break a leg ! "
Linda Milbourne and Gina
Barrett Schlesinger are experi
enced teachers who have coached
drama at Delaware County
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INS ULT TO INTELLIGENCE: THE
BUREAUCRATIC INVASION OF OUR
CLASSROOMS
b y Frank Smith
Arbor House, New York;

$18.95 (h ardcover)

1986, 289 p p .,

Reviewed b y Robert W. Bruinsma, Assoc.
Prof. of Education, The King's Col lege,
Edmonton.
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Insult to Intelligence consti
tutes a robust assault against the
thousands of mind-numbing com
puter programs now available
which claim to provide everything
a child needs to learn to read and
write, to learn math, history, geog
raphy, science-in fact, to learn
almost every subject in the curricu
lum . It challenges the pattern of
much current language arts instruc
tion that operates on the principle
of "fill in the missing blank and
find out whether you are right or
wrong." The pedagogy involved
here is that through sequential
responses to simple questions the
student will acquire the desired
skill. In the profession, this tech
nique is called "teach and test" ;
Frank S mith, who has impressive
credentials of his own, calls it
"drill and kill. "
Smith opens the book with an
account of a demonstration of a
computer-based reading lesson at a
recent annual convention of the
prestigious International Reading
Association. A cartoon invites the
learner to fill in the missing letter
in the word r_bbit. The demonstra
tor invites the teacher first to give
the wrong answer-k. Bells ring
and lights flash and the rabbit's
ears droop. Would you like to try
again? When the correct answer is
given, bells ring and lights flash
once more, the rabbit's ears perk
up, and the rabbit munches on a
carrot that appears from off-screen.
The computer congratulates the
learner on the 50 per cent improve
ment in his performance. S ays
Smith: "I looked around. The
entire audience of professional
educators was entranced" (p.2).
Smith's book, thus, is first of
all a critique of many of the pre
vailing practices of programmatic
teaching and testing (chapters 5
and 6), practices whose origins lie
in American behaviorist psycholo
gy. But it is also a challenge to
educators to acknowledge the revo
lution in our understanding of how
children learn to speak, and to
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adopt promising holistic alterna
tives (chapter 7), developments in
which, as it happens, Canadian
teachers are international leaders.
Chapter 8 provides a balanced
view of the use and abuse of com
puters in classrooms. Chapter 9
argues for the right-and obliga
tion--of parents to be involved in
the classroom learning of their
children. The section on what par
ents should look for in the educa
tion of their children at school is
already worth the price of the
book.
Though Smith makes no claim
to be a Christian, his emphasis on
holistic meaning over fragmentary
technique, of modeling and demon
stration in place of mindless imita
tion in the learning process, should
strike a responsive chord in
Christian parents and teachers who
confess that the world is deeply
imbued with created meaning. The
book is highly recommended.
N.E.A., TROJAN HORSE IN AMERI

Recogn ition for thirty-five
years in Christian education .
PA U L ASS I N K
Ch icago Christian H i g h Scho o l , I L-h is
tory, Bible , library-1 966-present;
Roseland Christian School , I L
scien ce , assi stan t princi pal1 953-1 966.
I RMA F E N N E MA
Creston -Mayfield Christian School , M l ;
Los Angeles Christian S ch oo l , CA;
Kalamazoo, Ml-various elementary
grades- 1 9 52-present.
LOU I S D E J O N G
South Christian H i gh School , M l 
h i s tory, g overnment-1 966-present ;
Bellflower Chri stian Sch oo l , 1 959-1 966 ;
Fulton Christian Sch ool-pri ncipal1 95 7-1 959 ; Bellflower Christian Sch ool ,
CA-1 954- 1 9 57.
ANN HOLST E G E

CAN EDUCATION

H olland Christian School , Ml-third,

by Samuel Blumenfeld

fourth, fifth grades-1 9 58-present;

45161, Boise,
83711 Reprint (orig. 1984), 284
pp., $9.95 paperback
Reviewed by Mark W. Fiscus, 6565
Algonquin Road, Algonquin, IL 60102
Paradigm Co., P.O. Box

Idaho,

It is an article of faith long
accepted that those who control the
schools control the future. Mr.
Blumenfeld contends that the
National Education Association is
being used by the radical left to
achieve power in America through
the organized political action of
public school teachers. He writes
to trace the development of this
movement and to alert educators to
it.
The book contains five sec
tions: educational history, the cre
ation of the N.E.A. establishment,
N.E.A.'s war against the indepen
dent mind, the politicizing of the
educational establishment, and a
caveat about N.E .A.'s push for total
power.
Mr. B lumenfeld does not
believe that the public educational
system can recover from its educa
tional and moral decline. His solu
tion: a mass exodus to the private
schools of our country. Only such
a drastic step will alert our govern
ment to the acute problems our
nation faces in the area of educa
tion.
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H udsonville C hri sti an Elementary
School , Ml-1 953- 1 958 . Former C E J
board member.
A N DY T E N H A R MS E L
H udsonville U nity Chri stian H i gh
School , Ml--coach- 1 9 53-present.
H E N RY T E U N E
Zeeland Chri stian Sch oo l , Ml-junior
h igh and sixth grade--1 954-pre sent;
C utlerville Christian Sch ool1 953- 1 954.
GORDON VA N D E R ARK
P i ne Rest Chri stian H ospital , mentall y
a n d emotio nally im paired students1 96 1 -present; Ripon Christian H i gh
Schoo l , CA- 1 9 56-1 96 1 ; Southwest
Min nesota Christian H i g h Sch oo l ,
MN-1 9 5 1 -1 954.
WI LLA R D VAN ESS E N
Sylvan Christian School , Ml
pri n ci pal-1 957- 1 989; East Martin
Christian School , Ml--princi pal ;
Grand Rapids Westside Christian .

S e n d u s y o u r s c h oo l 's t h i rty-five
year veteran t e ac h ers' n a m e s if
you wish to h o n o r them o n t h is
p a g e.

